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City of Nedlands 
 
Minutes of a meeting of the Audit and Risk Committee held at the City of 
Nedlands in the Council Meeting Room at 71 Stirling Hwy, Nedlands on 
Thursday 23 April 2015 at 6.00 pm. 
 
 
Declaration of Opening 
 
The Presiding Member will declare the meeting open at 6.00 pm and will draw 
attention to the disclaimer below. 
 
Present and Apologies and Leave Of Absence (Previously Approved) 
 
Committee Councillor I S Argyle (Presiding Member/ Dalkeith  

Ward) 
Members His Worship the Mayor R M Hipkins 
 Councillor T James Melvista Ward 
 Councillor L McManus   Coastal Districts Ward 
 Councillor B Hodsdon (from 6.07pm) Hollywood Ward 
 Ken Eastwood Community Member 
  
Staff Mr G Trevaskis Chief Executive Officer 
 Mr M Cole Director Corporate & Strategy 
 Mr R Senathirajah Manager Finance 
   
Press Nil.  
 
Leave of Absence Nil. 
 
Apologies    Mr James Manning BDO  
 
Disclaimer 
 
Members of the public who attend Council meetings should not act immediately 
on anything they hear at the meetings, without first seeking clarification of 
Council’s position. For example by reference to the confirmed Minutes of 
Council meeting. Members of the public are also advised to wait for written 
advice from the Council prior to taking action on any matter that they may have 
before Council. 
 
Any plans or documents in agendas and minutes may be subject to copyright. 
The express permission of the copyright owner must be obtained before 
copying any copyright material. 
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1. Public Question Time 
 

There were no public questions received. 
 
2. Addresses by Members of the Public (only for items listed on the 

agenda) 
 
There were no addresses by members of the public. 
 

3. Disclosures of Financial Interest 
 
 There were no disclosures of financial interests. 
 
4. Disclosures of Interests Affecting Impartiality 
 
 There were no disclosures of financial interests. 

 
5. Declarations by Members That They Have Not Given Due 

Consideration to Papers 
 
There were no declarations by members received. 
 

6. Confirmation of Minutes 
 
6.1 Audit and Risk Committee Meeting 3 March 2015 

 
The minutes of the Audit and Risk Committee held 3 March 2015 are to 
be confirmed. 
 
Moved – Councillor McManus 
Seconded – Councillor James 
 
The Minutes of the Audit and Risk Committee held 3 March 2015 are 
confirmed  

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 5/- 
 

Councillor Hodsdon joined the meeting at 6.07 pm. 
 
7. Items for Discussion 

 
Note: Regulation 11(da) of the Local Government (Administration) 
Regulations 1996 requires written reasons for each decision made at the 
meeting that is significantly different from the relevant written 
recommendation of a committee or an employee as defined in section 
5.70, but not a decision to only note the matter or to return the 
recommendation for further consideration. 
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7.1 CEO REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROLS – RISK 
MANAGEMENT 

 
Moved – Councillor Hodsdon 
Seconded – Councillor James 
 
Recommendation to Committee 
(Printed below for ease of reference) 
 
Recommendation to Committee / Council 
 
The Audit and Risk Committee receives the CEO report on internal 
controls – Risk Management. 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 6/- 
 
Background 
 
Regulation 17 of the Local Government (Audit) Regulations 1996 require the 
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to review risk management, internal control and 
legislative compliance and to report the results of that review to the Audit and 
Risk Committee.  Each of these matters is to be reviewed at least once every 2 
calendar years. 
 
An extract from the Local Government (Audit) Regulations 1996 is as follows: 
 
17.  CEO to review certain systems and procedures 

(1) The CEO is to review the appropriateness and effectiveness of 
a local government’s systems and procedures in relation to —  
(a) risk management; and 
(b) internal control; and 
(c) legislative compliance. 

 
(2) The review may relate to any or all of the matters referred to in 

sub regulation (1)(a), (b) and (c), but each of those matters is to 
be the subject of a review at least once every 2 calendar years. 

 
(3) The CEO is to report to the audit committee the results of that 

review. 
The attached report covers Risk Management and is presented to the Audit and 
Risk Committee.  The report follows Appendix 3 of the Local Government 
Operational Guidelines Number 09 which provides CEOs with guidance on 
issues that should be considered for inclusion in the CEO’s Review of Risk 
Management.  For each issue raised in the review, a CEO review/comment is 
provided. 
 
Attachment 
 
1. CEO report on internal controls – Risk Management 



 

 
CEO Report on 
Internal Controls – 
Risk Management 
As at 13 March 2015 
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Introduction 
 
The Local Government (Audit) Regulations 1996 were amended in 1996 to require the 
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to review risk management, internal control and 
legislative compliance and to report the results of that review to the Audit and Risk 
Committee.  Each of these matters is to be reviewed at least once every 2 calendar 
years.  Accordingly, the first of these reviews is due by 31 December 2014. 
 
An extract from the Local Government (Audit) Regulations 1996 is as follows: 
 
17. CEO to review certain systems and procedures 
 

(1) The CEO is to review the appropriateness and effectiveness of a local 
government’s systems and procedures in relation to —  

(a) risk management; and 
(b) internal control; and 
(c) legislative compliance. 
 

(2) The review may relate to any or all of the matters referred to in sub regulation 
(1)(a), (b) and (c), but each of those matters is to be the subject of a review at 
least once every 2 calendar years. 
 

(3) The CEO is to report to the audit committee the results of that review. 

A program for review of internal controls and legislative compliance is incorporated 
into the Internal Auditors Audit Plan.  In addition, the Annual Compliance Return in 
completed each January and presented to the Audit and Risk Committee.  Internal 
controls are also reviewed annually as part of the interim audit field work by the 
External Auditors. 
 
This report covers Risk Management. 
 
Risk Management 
 
Following the amendment to the Local Government (Audit) Regulations 1996, 
Appendix 3 of the Local Government Operational Guidelines Number 09 was revised 
in September 2013 to provide CEO’s with guidance on issues that should be 
considered for inclusion in the CEO’s Review of Risk Management, Internal Control 
and Legislative Compliance.  The issues that should be considered under risk 
management are discussed below. 
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Risk Management 
 
Internal control and risk management systems and programs are a key 
expression of a local government’s attitude to effective controls. Good audit 
committee practices in monitoring internal control and risk management 
programs typically include: 
 

a) Reviewing whether the local government has an effective risk 
management system and that material operating risks to the local 
government are appropriately considered; 
 
CEO Review/comment – In my opinion the City has an effective risk 
management system and that material operating risks to the local government 
are appropriately considered. 
 
With the assistance of LGIS, the Executive completed a review of operational 
risks and revised the Risk Register in October 2014.  The register identifies 
risks and for each risk provides an assessment of the risk and controls in place.  
Highest risks are assigned the colour Red with a reducing scale to Green.  The 
final risk register is to be presented to the Audit and Risk Committee for 
consideration in April 2015. 
 
The Executive has a schedule to review the overall register on a monthly basis, 
with individual risks to be assessed on a rolling basis. 
 

b) Reviewing whether the local government has a current and effective 
business continuity plan (including disaster recovery) which is tested 
from time to time; 
 
CEO Review/comment – In my opinion, the City has a current and effective 
business continuity plan (including disaster recovery) which is tested from time 
to time. 
 
The City formally completed its Business Continuity Plan in July 2014 with 
copies kept at major exits to the Administration Building, in each of the vehicles 
allocated to the CEO and Directors as well as saved SharePoint and available 
on the Intranet. 
 
The Business Continuity Plan was tested by the Executive Team and further 
tests/scenarios are scheduled to be undertaken in 2015 to ensure the BCP is 
relevant and current. 
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c) Assessing the internal processes for determining and managing material 
operating risks in accordance with the local government’s identified 
tolerance for risk, particularly in the following areas; 
 
‐ potential non-compliance with legislation, regulations and standards 

and local government’s policies; 
‐ important accounting judgements or estimates that prove to be wrong; 
‐ litigation and claims; 
‐ misconduct, fraud and theft; 
‐ significant business risks, recognising responsibility for general or 

specific risk areas, for example, environmental risk, occupational 
health and safety, and how they are managed by the local government; 

CEO Review/comment – In my opinion, the City has adequate internal 
processes for determining and managing material operating risks in 
accordance with the local government’s identified tolerance for risk in the above 
areas.  The City’s risk register covers these areas in some detail. 

 
d) Obtaining regular risk reports, which identify key risks, the status and the 

effectiveness of the risk management systems, to ensure that identified 
risks are monitored and new risks are identified, mitigated and reported; 
 
CEO Review/comment – In my opinion, I obtain regular risk reports which 
identify key risks, the status and the effectiveness of the risk management 
systems, to ensure that identified risks are monitored and new risks are 
identified, mitigated and reported.  A summary of the risk register is presented 
to the Executive for consideration on a monthly basis. 
 

e) Assessing the adequacy of local government processes to manage 
insurable risks and ensure the adequacy of insurance cover, and if 
applicable, the level of self-insurance; 
 
CEO Review/comment – In my opinion there are adequate processes to 
manage insurable risks and ensure the adequacy of insurance cover, and if 
applicable, the level of self-insurance. 
 
Following the receipt of steep increases in LGIS premiums in 2014 as a result 
of withdrawal from WALGA membership, the City engaged the services of Willis 
Australia through a competitive tendering process as insurance brokers for the 
City.  As a result, the City in conjunction with Willis has undertaken a review of 
the adequacy of insurance cover.  The insurance cover is placed with the 
private sector and as a result no longer has self insurance.  Reviews are 
scheduled to be conducted in conjunction with Willis of OSH and workplace 
safety processes and practices as well as claims processing generally which 
will further ensure the adequacy of insurance cover. 
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f) Reviewing the effectiveness of the local government’s internal control 
system with  management and the internal and external auditors; 
 
CEO Review/comment – I am satisfied with the review of the effectiveness of 
internal controls conducted internal and external auditors.  External auditors 
review internal controls as part of their interim audit conducted during the 
financial year and report their findings to management.  Actions recommended 
by the external auditors are noted and when necessary implemented in time to 
for the completion of the annual financial report. 
 
We also have appointed BDO as internal auditors.  The Audit Plan is agreed 
with the Audit and Risk Committee and covers a broad range of operational 
areas.  Their findings and any action taken on their recommendations are 
reported to myself and the Audit and Risk Committee.  
 

g) Assessing whether management has controls in place for unusual types 
of transactions and/or any potential transactions that might carry more 
than an acceptable degree of risk; 
 
CEO Review/comment – I am satisfied that there are controls in place that 
identify unusual types of transactions. 
 
Officers have different approval limits subject to the position they hold and these 
controls are included in the On Line Requisition module of Authority.  This 
means that purchase orders can only be approved by officers within their 
approved limits. 
 
In addition to system controls, the Council’s policy includes the requirements 
for written quotations in certain circumstances and for more complex 
transactions there are RFQ and RFT templates used.  For all RFTs, a report to 
Council is required.  The On Line Requisition module captures all quotations 
received. 
 
Finally, all invoices are duly authorised by an officer with the necessary 
approval limits.  All payments are entered by an officer in Finance and 
independently approved by 2 senior officers, ie the Manager Finance and the 
Director Corporate and Strategy. 
 

h) Assessing the local government’s procurement framework with a focus 
on the probity and transparency of policies and procedures/processes 
and whether these are being applied; 
 
CEO Review/comment – I am satisfied with the Council’s policy in terms of 
probity and transparency.   
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i) Should the need arise, meeting periodically with key management, 
internal and external auditors, and compliance staff, to understand and 
discuss any changes in the local government’s control environment; 
 
CEO Review/comment – I am satisfied with the current meetings between key 
management and our internal and external auditors. 
 
BDO, the City’s internal audit firm have an Audit Plan that is endorsed by the 
Audit and Risk Committee.  All audit assignments are scoped in the first 
instance with key staff subject to that audit area identified.  Meetings with key 
staff are arranged and a draft audit report including their findings and 
recommendations is prepared.  Internal Audit then meet with senior 
management to discuss and clarify their findings before the report is finalised.  
The final report is then presented to the Audit and Risk Committee. 
 
With regards to external audit, there are several meetings with key 
management during the course of their work.  Firstly is an interim audit where 
internal controls and other audit field work is undertaken in preparation for the 
annual audit.  A letter summarising their findings is presented to senior 
management and action on any recommendations is undertaken. 
 
At the completion of the final audit, a meeting with the Audit and Risk Committee 
is scheduled so that their findings and opinion can be presented to the 
Committee for consideration.  Once the final audited statements are accepted 
by the Audit and Risk Committee, the auditors complete and issue their Audit 
opinion. 
 
In recent years, the external auditors have also been consulted in the 
preparation of assets revaluations under Fair Value. 
 

j) Ascertaining whether fraud and misconduct risks have been identified, 
analysed, evaluated, have an appropriate treatment plan which has been 
implemented, communicated, monitored and there is regular reporting 
and ongoing management of fraud and misconduct risks. 
 
CEO Review/comment – I am satisfied that there is an appropriate level of 
awareness to identify, analyse and treat fraud and misconduct risk.  The internal 
controls and separation of duties throughout key areas of the organisation are 
regularly tested and reviewed.  Staff receive a thorough induction which 
includes fraud and misconduct.  Staff are reminded of their responsibilities and 
obligations through staff meetings, the intranet. 
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7.2 RISK REGISTER 

 
Moved – Mr Eastwood 
Seconded – Councillor James 
 
Recommendation to Committee 
(Printed below for ease of reference 
 
Recommendation to Committee / Council 
 
The Audit and Risk Committee receives the Risk Profile CEO report on 
internal controls – Risk Management 
 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 6/- 
 
Background 
 
The City of Nedlands’ risk management framework is accordance with the ISO 
31000 Risk Management Principles and Guidelines standard. 
 
A Risk Profile, which is the strategic risk register for the City, has been created 
with the assistance of LGIS.  The Risk Profile is comprises of a table showing 
the various measures of risk and overall risk matrix then a dashboard summary 
of each of the 24 risk areas identified in the Risk Profile. 
 
The Risk Profile is a working document and each risk area is reviewed by the 
Executive on a rolling basis annually.  
 
The Risk Profile is presented to the Audit and Risk Committee. 
 
Attachment 
 
1. Risk Profile – Strategic Risk Register 
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Executive Summary

r귄므ㄷ.m{11흔＂dat柚n`

Asset Sustainabilitv Practices - - Risk - Control
- Moderate I Adequate

Current Issues! Actions! Treatments Doe Date Responsibil瞰

겨ddames bao緘 ma蹴ena'1.e I거ㄲ，ran1 J·驢7~'5 Mark G dler

Damaon to 댜rynicul Assets Risk - Control
Moderate - Adnquale

Current Issues / Actions I Treatments - - Due Date Responsibility
衲1l〕＇eme'1' ㅇ5I-i manag.menfoyn始m Dec-IS Othley

Providinci Advice! Inlorma山Sn
Risk ㅣ Contr이

Kink - Adequate
Current Issues/ Actions! Treatments Due Date Responsib兩ty

Re衍ew *1dac廂n pmJ겹m J··긴→f5 ` ̂(rerram

- Risk ㅣ Control
I Low I Elfeciit-v

Current Issoes I Actions! Treatments Doe Date Responsib兩댜

rc0胎w＊야》 8CF exercise ㅆar''5 九丁l/ 긍 F／드「chyr

Community ExDectations
RIsk - Control

Moderate ㅣ El/os live
Carrent Issues/ Actions! Treatments Due Date Responsibility

invesrigate C尸M J"＇】J5 MiChae' cetc

Inadequate Data I Document Management
Processes

Risk - Control
Lsvi I 乙〔딩ㄷt〔‘요

Current Issues / Actions! Treatrnen柚 Due Date Respon引b兩ty

c「·a'e rec()rd$ and information monag·menr
co沅/eu a〃dare cedures rReconn(ceiling P'a끼

戶，h.1α R슨cnuts C 'zf前0沁r

麴gooemnnt w楙 C`ommuoitv=－흐브츠eb0i뜨뜨S흐

Elocled Members
Risk - Cofltr이

Moderate - flied ice
Current Issues! Actions! Treatments Due Date Respon引b兩ly

＇굿슨vra`v c['＄沁mer servic. e'la샌翩 柚 mclxd.
iefem,arion about come꾜allγ en 구`a.ement JunJ5 6ad

Inadeguate Environmental Munaoemnnt Risk ㅣ Centre I
Low - Elfoctive

Current Issues/ Actions! Treatments Duo Dote Re하〕.n引bili나

No o仇삵andeng actions

Errors. Omisions & Delays
Risk ㅣ Cnetr이

Moderale .一略
Respon引bililyCurrent Issues! Act沁ns / Treatments Due Date

Reviewing precna釉rca forAdmird就ration Ofttcnru J크＇"．俗 Andrew ㅆe'v爪．

〕e 찡`沁p c.'por剖e tra洲n. ca'endar ‘紬n－恪 $he/reγ Merfaα】 

HR to c이late rr跡sing feet力ack from Performance
Reviews far training needs analysis .ec.f5 助e//ey Mellow

External Theft & Fraud Risk - Control
Moderale - Effective

Current Issues IA아沁os/ Treatments Doe 「〕at· Respnnsikility

尸na尨e ass아 reginter J．』nJ5 Steen cruSuman

CCTV at Treni!tian E」1J2.'4

Facilities. Venues and Events Management - Risk - Control
Moderate ㅣ Adequate

Current Issues (Actions/ Treatments Due Date I R·8p.[1$ib m̀St

Imp柚man' 力uilding asSessment condition rePㅇ〃 J』ㄴ75 '" G dIcr

'/71plemnnt r·c.mendal柚nn from Corer강pott Jul.朽 M G dlet
Cornp蹴e review of8yoking System JJ-f5 M C이e

IT. and Communications Systems and
Infrastructure

Risk ㅣ Cootrot
Moderate ㅣ Effective

Current Issues! Actions! Treatment Due Date Respoosikility

Reeler', IcT Dma螂er '?ec《그V끈＇》나긔an . c놀＇4 Mike Re仕令er

- 

Misconduct
Rl‘眈 I c.ntr《】～

--
ResponsibilityCurrent Issues! Actions I Treatments Due Date

Na cure긍＇1r actions e궁q山red

뜨pantsatton and Comiㄲ내기【v上쯔旦으．르끄드y.

M anaoement
Risk - Contr이

Mnderate L=．露蔘鮮섧째；」 

Current Issues (Actions ITreatments Due Date Resp이＇引bitity

^b outntand'nq ac枕eta

People Manaqement I Employment Practices Ristt - Control
Moderale - 

Resp이.t引b販tyCurrent Issues/ Actions! Treatments Doe Date
Reriew culture and va紬e$ Jon-f5 S. Meαam
Review l珊r7br771ance ＇경view ferns J〃r】＊拓 & Me什am
c이／a櫓 p輔.〃＂anc땁 r.v'ew da'a for p'ann〃1'
台고mninq. 〃p孰淅n.

Jur1·＇5 amMeltS.

Review ＇끙ference check form J"".75 - $' Mnitam

Procurement. Disposal or Tender Practices Risk - Cnntr이

Moderole - Elfncti e
Current Issues / Actions! Treatments Doe Date Re하toosibitity

No out戚a'1dinn actions

Projectf Change Management
Risk ㅣ Control
Kink - Adequate

Current Issues! Actinns I Treatments Due Date Responsibility
「광이e出 manaqement framewo殮 Jon-f5 rLI G d'e' s ^ 〃 c枕

「긔Di캬p袗er ＇래a'1 r·vfew & awareness Jun-IS P ''＇』＇gens

Safety and Security Practices - Risk - Control

［쁠暢翩翩橋’「’""Current Issues / Actions! Treatments Duo Date
.SH mana.emenr ayet히11 mp糖mentar＇아1 시T．朽 - S Mellow
Anti아1 issues identitled 蠱s OSH !nnpe蠟ionn 겨rr-15 - 5ㅆe'ra'"

- 
- 

Stock Management
Rink - Control
Lvva ㅣ E'r슨더i,'. 7

Current Issues! Actions I Treatments Due Date Rnspnnsibility
rdo c切7倒＃ a戊ler裙 re이,ited

- 

Statutory, Regulatory and Compliance
Reauirements

Risk - Contr이
u》古 - file ctir슨

Current Issues! Actions I Treotments Due Date Responsibility
Na nutstandin. act!아1,

- Risk Control ㅣ 

Nc/ it 」j灌竇＂劾므I뻐`·
Respun引bilityCurrent Issues I Actions I Treatments Due Dale

Rtr鮮df mana5ement framework development M Satchel 6 M Cole - 

Standarcliuedpvnjertt management docnmonfation
teenrplaten (based an 7겨s model?) J"＂·衍 Evocative

StandSrdised pr'l거＝1』콩n〕e楸 mana9야sent

dacumenla沕fl templates
z衿．-t5 MGoodler' - 

- 

Financial. Accounting and Business Acumen Risk - Control
Moderate - Adequate

Current Issues I Actinns I Treatments Due Date Responsibility
〃 蹴 t`andinq actions

Corporate Business Plan - Risk - Control - 
Moderale －·－ 

ResponsibilityCurrent issues! Actions! Treatments - Doe Date - 
Reeiete 0/SCFYC8枓쨉LongTens Financial Plan E''d2015 - Mc《）'9 - 

Political - Risk ㅣ Control
Irloderale ㅣ Adequate

Current Issues / Actions / Treatments I Due Date - Responsibility
Ala outstanding actions - - 

- 
- - 

- 



Inadequate Asset Sustainability Practices Sep-14
This Risk Theme is defined as;
Failure or reduction in service of infrastructure assets, plant, equipment or machinery. These include fleet assets in addition
to community use based assets including playgrounds, boat ramps and other maintenance based assets. Areas included in
the scope are;
·Inadequate design (not fit for purpose). 
·Ineffective usage (down time)
·Outputs not meeting expectations
·Inadequate maintenance activities.
·Inadequate or unsafe modifications.
It does not include issues with the inappropriate use of the Plant, Equipment or Machinery. Refer Misconduct.

Potenti剖 causes include:

Skill level & behaviour of operators · Unavailability of parts
Lack of formal or appropriate scheduling (maintenance I

insoectionst
Lack ci planning Inadequate funding

Outdated equipment · Unexpected breakdowns

Controls Type Date City Rating

Asset Mansgement systern P熄ventalive Sep-'4 Aαel7ua摠
As$e' '̂'anagement F砲＇1?.｀써＇'(>'* /,'?ve蹴a仇／e S./7-74 Aciequate
의annedpa,*s a＇구dbα＄/1 maintenance ／캬경venralive Sep-14 ^dequate

＇긱annedinfrastnjcrz''? '7,a/'7／ㅌ！'7ance Pteventative sCp-'4 Acfequate
F걍anned 8uilding Maintenance Preventative - ㅣ Sep-14 --J
PFanned Replacemenf Program (Fleet, .功ei) Preventative - sep-恪 겨dequate
Road Asset Management system Preventative ㅣ Sep-14 Adeqaa棺
Takinga whi치'0 ')flifa cycle"approach fl7 the mansgemenh》ra$$e衍 '='＇경v./1ralive Se'7='4 ＾αe〔了uate
Managin' ,ㅎks associated w椎1asset ＇눔ilures P槍venta仇／e se'7-'4 AdCl7나ate
Continuous review of assetmana효ement practices Preve沚alive Seβ－74- 
걀4$$ermanagemen'＇기pg／ㅋ＇71 implementation ／궈eventative Sep-74 시fequate

Overall Control Ratings: Aαequate

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

Service interruption consequence: Moderate
Likelihood: Possib/. 

overall Risk Rat衲gs: Modera to

Indicators Tolerance Date Overall City Result

Asset Consumption Ratio
The ratio highlighis the aged condition αCoN's stoc汕fphysical
assets 50%-75% 2013/14 50.20%
Asset s'＇삵ainability Ratio
This measures the extenth which assets managed하＇CoN are being

／티,laced as they reach the end of价eir use紬새yes. 90%-100% 2013114 176.40%
겨sset 尸enewal Funding 尸atio
This indicates whether CoN has the financial capacity to fund asset
renewal as require이 and can continue to provide existing levels of
seMces in 九r柚r., wit.houb additional operating income; reductions in
.pcreting cxpenses; oran increase in ne枋nancia! liabilities a如ye 功at
currently projected. 95%-7.5% 2013/14 100%
F/een范lisation
Major breah力wns 2 at any 《）ne time
Notifications from members ofr/1e I,ublic I
Acciden枋 and'ordamag이0 p＇ㅁp.'fγ I
%implementat沁nof衲. Asset ManagementF캬'0n/Frame work 10

- 
Comments
겨5 ratec枋y Wo价밟'opAliendee$ ~

Current Issues I Actions I Treatments Due Date Responsibility
겨ddress 仇』／'ding maintenance pmg＇ㅋ＇7' Jun-I5 ㅆa'* G;.ㅇdlet

ㅣ 

Incident Management Tracking
Related Incident Details 陋ate limpact
None I - 



Dama4 to Physical Assets Nov-14

This Risk Theme is defined as;
Damage to buildings, property, plant & equipment (all assets) that does not result in a disruption to business objectives (refer Business
Disruption). This could be a result of a natural disaster or other events, or an act carried out by an external party (inc. graffiti and I or
vandalism). 

Potential causes include;

Cyclone, Storms, Fire, Earthquake e Graffiti

Vandalism · Inappropriate Use

Controls Type Date City Rating

CCTV at Depot/Tresillian Detective/Recove,y sep-'4 Adequate
After Hㅇ＂r$ answering service R台coveα sep-14 Efrcc[IV
After!7ours response Recovery sep-'4 Adequate
Emergency Respons아Dlan Recove0r 楡p-I4 Effective
/n$rJrance Recove0' Sep-14 fFrrecnVe
Des／αn r각evenra【fve Sep-14 Effecn츤ve

Graffiti removal contractor Recovery Sep-14 .* Effective
In-house personnel and equipment Recovery s6p-'' “찢W Effective
7ra/n'n. Prevenfat^/e 勵fequa棺

Reqular maintenance and inspections治（/dits Derecr/ve ／牧lequa胞

Community ownership/engagement Prevenra〃ve ^de甲late

Team briefing meetings Prevenfative Er/ec納／e
Protocols & procedures ／그／evenrative Adequate
/nductions Pr·venrarfve mnade郵ua憁

Peop治 mane gemerit Prevenrar/ve E/fective

Overall Control Ratings: Ade｛귀／毓a

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

Interruption to service provision conseguence:
LIke/!h00价

Minor
Possible

Overall Risk Ratings: Modcrate

rs0taC~un -Tolerance Date Overall City Result

Number of incidents reported - 
Number of insurance claims - 

- - 
- - 
- - 

Comments
As rated by Workshop Attendees . inductions are re甲jired to be eqt끼ment-specific rather than job-specific. When a staff member is asked 柚 do a
job ou柚ide of their usual job, they are not alway삵raine아fnducted for that once-off event.

Current Issues I Actions! Treatments
lmp!ement OSH management system

Due Date
Dec-'5

Responsibility
Oshley

Incident Management Tracking
Related Incident Details
r날onJ

Date I Impact



Providing inaccurate advice I information Jan-15

This Risk Theme is defined asㅋ

Incomplete, inadequate or inaccuracies in advisory activities to customers or internal staff. This could be caused by using unqualified,
or inexperienced staff, however it does not include instances relating to Misconduct.

Examples include;
·incorrect planning, development or building advice,
·incorrect health or environmental advice
·inconsistent messages or responses from Customer Service Staff
·any advice that is not consistent with legislative requirements, local laws or policies.

Potential causes include;

Lack of qualified staff Lack of appropriate technical and regulatory knowledge relevant to 
thecontext

Inadequate communication skills Poor working relationships between internal staff/departments

Increasing workloads Lack of training

Controls Type Date City Rating

Staff Train/ng P槍venrat/tie Sep-14 －蘆艙i甄“駝 , 」 
'＇구dUctions ／키℃venra仇r. sep·＇' ^dequate
Information sheets/FAQ's Pravenrarlye Sep-14 璥fequate
Extemal consi皮ants soch as '.I'a' R끙ve倂arlye Sㅌ＇7-'4 기de 7̀uate
／구·gularmeetings Pmγenrat/tie sagJ부 Adequate
oelegation /겨야ho ris at/on registers Preventative Sep-'4 `::，「，－冒瀾鑒－ l
αvanise故》＇7-wfde p眈oc이 andprocedurn manuals Pr.venrazive sep-74 /1dequate
Community engagement framework Prevenrarlye sep-14 璥iequate
cust이verse,vice c力arter Prtventative Sep'74 Adequate
External communications rweb, Ned/ends news, newsletters) P＇끙venrat/tie sep-14 4
Communica故'Os 차'stems rinfran톄 staff newsletter etc) Preventa仇／e SepJ4 - 
Recniir'7?enr Prevenrat/tie Jul-i4

- 

Overall Control Ratings: Adeguate

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

Reputation기 Consequence: Major
［承elih00dr P《〕5$'b/e

Overa汎isk Ratings: High

Indicators Tolerance Date Overall City Result

% residents satisfied with our 이7en and transparent councr
processes are rfrom Community Perceptions survey) 50% Apr-14 52%
L范gat/on losses 10
% residents satisfied that the City deafly explains reasons for its
decisions and how residents' views have been taken into account r
from Commun心'Perceptions survey) 50% Apr-14 44%
Compen$arion payouts $100,000
% residents satisfied m价 h얘／the community is consulted about local
isses r from Community Perceptions surve〕J 50% Apr-14 58%
% residen抽 satisfied with how the commun心'is informed a加咐local
isses (from Community Perceptions survey) 5o% Apr-14 64%
% residents satisfied wi仇 level of customer service r from Community
Perceptions survey) 5o% Apr-14 81%
% residents saba万ed ` 祉h 功e Council's newsletfer - zhe 〃edrand눙
New솨 from Community Perceptions survey) 50% Apr-14 67%
% residents satisfied with ICily's website (from Community Perceptions
survey) 50% Apr-14 72%
Comments
As rated by Workshop Attendees - 

Current lssuea / Actions I Treatments I Due Date Responsibility
Review inductionp'z》g＇크＇" - Jun-I 5 S. Met/am

- - 
- 

Incident Management Tracking
Related Incident Details
^'.ne

Date Impact



Bi· siness Disruption Sep-14

This Risk Theme is defined as;
A local physical event causing the inability to continue business activities and provide services to the community. This may or may not
result in Business Continuity Plans being invoked. This does not include disruptions due to:
.IT Systems or infrastructure related failures should be captured under "Failure of IT Systems and Infrastructure".
.Contractor I Supplier issues should be captured under "Inadequate Supplier I Contract Management".
·People issues should be captured under "Inappropriate People Management.

Potential causes include;

Cyclone, Storm, Fire, Earthquake . Extended power outage

Terrorism I Sabotage / Criminal Behaviour · Economic Factors

Epidemic I Pandemic · Loss of Key Staff

Controls Type Date City Rating

Business Continuity Framework rPolicy & Procedure꽈 Preventative sep-14 E/7ecn「ve

Business Con价iuity Plans Recoveα sep-14 Adequate
BCP Exercises Detec納／e Sep-14 E/rec five

Overall Control Ratings: Er/e c n「ve

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

Service hterruption conse(7uence: Major
Likelihood: ／ㅋ日ro

Overall Risk Rat納gs:
-
―
ㄴ
 

Indicators Tolerance Date Overall City Result

Resignations/ten跡nations ofEMTmembers 2 p/ann uam Nov-14 Nil
Frequency of na紬ral disasters zero Nov-14 Nil
Extended power outage 2 days Nov-i 4 Nil

C이ㄲments
A$ rated by wbrkshop Attendees - 

Current Issues I Actions I Treatments
Follow-up BCP exercise

Due Date
- Mar-15
- 
- 

Responsibility
Mike Flerc/7er

Incident Management Tracking
Related Incident Details
None

Date limpact



Not meeting Comm unity expectations Mar-15
This Risk Theme is defined as;
Failure to provide expected levels of service, events and benefit to the community. This includes where precedents have set
Community perceptions or where services are generally expected. This will normally result in reputational impacts, however may have
financial considerations with re-work, compensations or refunds. Examples include:
·Service level failure. ㅣ 
·Exceeding expected timeframes.
·Loss of new or ongoing funding requirements for projects, events and other initiatives.
·Lack of communication/information
·Inability to influence Council decision making

Potential causes include;

External funding . Equipment breakdown

Ineffective complaints management . Contractor non-performance

Inadequate signage and / or amenities · Poor community engagement

Controls Type Date City Rating

c（〕／γ＇/7孔／n/carions /eam Preventative Map15 토딥￡：r：慽綸離盧一 j;
User Satis faction Suivey De/ecr/`/e 기flar-I5 江＝드＝l'r겨員li跳l- ';
/nreg』「ㅋred Planning Framework f寺eventa仇心 Mar-15 'x끝苾ㅍ－-
wbri八》fmouth feedback at progress and communify meetings De』rective ＾〃apf5 ＇珊·· l竇勿靷－L 1
contract management F'reventative Mar-'5 隅■＇ __ 
．슥＄set management Preventative Mar-'5 Adequate
Councillorbnet7ngs ／캬℃ven/a仇／e Mar-15 -- ; 
cE0 update Preven/a〃ve Mar-15 - -－끄
Council and Committee meetings Prevenfa//ve Mar-15 - "-2- 

- 
- 
- 

- 
뻐

Overall Control Ratings: ／프／쿵 슨`L`LIv｛르

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

Reputational Consequence: Moderate

- Likelihood: Possible

Overall Risk Ratings: Moderate

Indicators Tolerance Date Overall City Result

Annual Community Engagement Survey 60% Jun-14 70%
%community satisfaction with City performance - 
Substantiated complaint about expectations not being met - γ 

Media coverage - 轉gnificantarticl늪：few'ezTer8 【. rne ·아r.r OctlNovl5 1
Corn merits
Asratedby workshop Attendees - 

Current Issues! Actions I Treatments
Investigate CRM

Due Date
J(L/n-'5

Responsibility
Michael Cole

Incident Management Tracking
Related Incident Details
〃one

山ate I Impact



Inadequate Data I Document Management Proces1!es Nov-14
」」 

This ［截sk Theme 始 defined as;
Failure to adequately capture, store, archive, retrieve, provision and b 0r disposal of documentation. This includes:
.Contact lists.
.Procedural documents.
·'Application' proposals/documents.
.Contracts.
·Forms, requests or other documents.

Potential causes include;

SpreadsheetfDatabaselOocument corruption or loss

Inadequate access and / or security levels

Inadequate Storage facilities (including climate control)

High Staff turnover

Outdated record keeping practices / incompatible systems

Lack of systemfapplication knowledge

High workloads and time pressures

Incomplete authorisation trails

Key Controls Type Date City Rating

Poffey & Ptocedura사긋eview Process Delective Nov-14 겨dequate

Datly back-up Recovery Nov-14 Efrective
Sharepoint Praven柚five Nov-14 EIfec n've
7R/M ／캬evenra衲峰 Nov-14 ^dequa沁

Offsite 8r《〕＇ㅋge facility Recoveiy Nov-14 Erfec納／e
Cloud Recoverj /vov-14 Fffective
Stron groom Preventative Nov-14 Ade（긴jate

Overall Control Ratings: Efrec r(rve

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

Service lnterruptionlRegulatory Compliance Consequence: Mr＇깃〕／' 

L汝elihood' Unlikely

Overall Risk Ratings: 飭가'1

Key Indicators ㄲ기erance Date Overall City Result

% Documen柚 not stored electronically or archived off-site
# ouh〕fdate Cㅇunc〃p에c/es 2 Oct-14 4
# ouh)fdate 겨dministration protocols 2 Oct-14 4
#0아 疏 da始 Procedures 2 - Oct-14 9
Comments
As rated by 14七rkshop 시tendees - 

Current Issues! Actions I Treatments
Qeate records and informs故)fl management policies and procedures (Recorc차Keeping ／긱an)

Due Date
/=e쇼－'6

Re히onsibility
Records Coordinator

Incident Management Tracking
Related Incident Details
None

Date Impact



Inadequate engagement with Community I Stakeholders I
Elected Members Mar-15

This Risk Theme is defined as;
Failure to maintain effective working relationships with the Community (including Local Media), Stakeholders, Key Private Sector
Companies, Government Agencies and for Elected Members. This invariably includes activities where communication, feedback and I
or consultation is required and where it is in the best interests to do so. For example;
·Following up on any access & inclusion issues.
·Infrastructure Projects.
·Regional or District Committee attendance.
·Local Planning initiatives.
·Strategic Planning initiatives
This does not include instances whereby Community expectations have not been met for standard service provisions such as
Community Events, Library Services and / or Bus/Transport services.

Potential causes include:

Budget I funding issues

Media attention

Inadequate documentation or procedures

Short lead times

Miscommunication I Poor communication

Relationship breakdowns with community groups

Contr이S Type Date City Rating

Community Engagement Framework rOrganisational Based) Prevenrar/ve Mar-15 - ''－∼∼ Effective
Consulta仇繼 ci,'//ure ＇캬8venrative - Mar-15 - 

…

aea

v

VVV
쯔勿弊眈

ㅡ rt
Biennial Customer Satisfaction & Community Needs Survey Derecr/ve Ma' 7̀5

〔沁mmunibar/()ns Depa,삿＇'?enr Prevenra//ve Mar-15 - 
Community Engagement Coordina柚斛캬아ocol/Procedure P冶venrative Mar-15
Priorn아itication （〕f wl〕＇*s ＇캬evenrarlye Mar-15 - 

" 이馳Effo.rCommunity Engagement Coordinator liaising with ㅇ小er departments,
training staffh community engagement ／캬eventaz/ve M..朽 - 

Overall Control Ratings: L H7e (＝倒α〕 

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

Reputation Consequence: Moderate
Like!ihood: Unlikely

Overall Risk Ra价Igs: ＾〃odera rP

Indicators T이era n ce Date Overall City Result

% residents satisfied that 价e City clea心／exp贓ns reasons for胎
decisions and how reside倂s' views have been taken in紬 account (
from Commun心'Perceptions survey) 5o% Apr-14 44%
% residents satisfied with how the commun心'is consulted about local
isses rfrom Community Perceptions survey) 50% Apr-14 58%
% residents satisfied with how 价e commun心'is informed about local
isses (from Community Perceptions suive;샛 5o% Apr-14 64%

- 
- - 

- 
- - - 

Comments
As rared bγ ̀ `brksh야7 겨ttendees - 

Current Issues I Actions! Treatments
Review cus柚mer seivice charter紬 inc紬de info,mation about community engagement

Due Date
Jun-15

Responsibility
Brid

Incident Management Tracking
Related Incident Details
Re/a/ed /ncidenr Details

Date Impact



끼a
dequate Environmental ll녜

This Risk Theme is defined as:
Inadequate prevention, identification, enforcement and management of environmental issues. The scope includes;

.Contaminated sites. I Coastal issues

.Waste facilities (landfill I transfer stations) / Groundwater
·Weed control. / Water Quality
·Illegal dumping.
·Illegal clearing / land use.
.Environmental protection
.Waste disposal laws
·Energy consumption
.Popular attitude towards the environment

Potential causes include:

：一 

Inadequate management of landfill monitoring 
· Inadequate reporting I oversight frameworksnrnrrar

lack of understanding I knowledge · Community apathy.

Inadequate local laws I planning schemes Lack of compliance

Controls Type Date City Rating

Landfill Waste Monitoring /캬an oerec仇峰 sep-'4 E/fect(ye
Natural Area Management Plans l각even'a仇吟 sep-14 E(fecn'Ve
S〃ppㅇ＇삿 Envihnmenfal Group$ Preven/az/v8 /De/ec'/ve sepJ4 Adequate
Con仇개ing land use through 价e Loca杆'lanning Scheme PI evenra'/ve S티7·＇4 璥fequate

Strategic Land Use planning investigations and feasibility studies perecr』ve Sep-14 /1dequate
Applying 사afufory planning processes and framework Preven'a〃ve Sep-14 lE仔ec r(ye
Frequent reviews ㅇf sus fatbable Environment functions Derecr/ve Sep-輝 zErrec行7e

Conduc析1g environmental health inspections petec納心 Sep''4 E/fec朴ye

Encourage recyc价1g efforts Prevenrar/ve Sep-14 ／柚requate

Enforcing existing heritage provisions in planning scheme Preventative Sep-14 ^dequate
Restoring of coastal and estuarine areas Prevenra仇峰 Seβ－74 Erre c 什re

Revegetating remnant bushland areas F캬eve／구raz/ve Sep-7부 』‘* Effectiv@
Tender and c아1rrach'dcuments Prevenrative Nov-7부 ' Effclive
Administration protocols/procedures F'reventative Nov-14 】．: Effective
刀跡ning PrBvenra'/ve ／냘ov-14 ＇■． Effec汀vG

겨ccreditation re《7uiremenf for c（기그rrac紬咫 Prevenra仇峰 ^＇이＇‘삿부 ．■■． Effcc히『ve

Monitoring reg. Groundwater te翩”g) Defecz/ve Nov-14 ■■． Effoc Eve
Lㅇca/ Law$ Prevenfative ^).v'74 ■■■：' Effecn've
尸lends Groups Prevenrar/ve Nov-I4 - .J虜胸titn…∼

Overall Control Rating쾨
- - 

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

Environmental Consequence: ㅆㅇdcrate

Likeliho이公 Rare
ㅡ
 

Overall Risk Ratings: 〔0w

Indicators Tolerance Date Over해 City Result

'vumber of Health n騈 assessments / inspections completed 'oo%
Environmental sampling 나／〕dertaken in accordance w／价 legislation 100%

Comments
A$ rated .y Workshop Adendees

Current Issues I Actions I Treatments
No outstanding actions

Due Date Responsibility

Incident Management Tracking
Related Incident Details Date Impact



Errors, Omisions & Delays IJI ar-15

This Risk Theme is defined as;
Errors, omissions or delays in operational activities as a result of unintentional errors or failure to follow due process or potentially
inadequate resources. This includes instances of;
·Human errors, incorrect or incomplete processing
·Inaccurate recording, maintenance, testing and / or reconciliation of data.
·Errors or inadequacies in model methodology, design, calculation or implementation of models.

This may result in incomplete or inaccurate information. Consequences include;
·Inaccurate data being used for management decision making and reporting.
·Delays in service to customers
·Inaccurate data provided to customers
This excludes process failures caused by inadequate / incomplete procedural documentation - refer "Inadequate Document
Management Processes".

Potential causes include;

Human Error · Incorrect information

Inadequate procedures or training · Miscommunication

Lack of Staff (or trained staff)

Controls I푀：沿 Date City Rating

St a!什raining Pteventa納／e ㅆa＇너5 ,, ∼，飇令헥眞吻劈囊＇碻죗，，순궂보，7ㅢ
Management oversight
Documented Procedures / Checklists

Prevenrarrve
r='r.venrative

Mar큐5
Mar-15
- 

Adequate
＾〃ㅇn／柚rcomplaints Detective Mar-15 Adequate
End ㅇfMonth procedures I각eventar/Ve Mar-15 - --
Performance reviews biannually
Corporate calendar

I캬尸venrative Ma,너5 - 
Prevenfative Mar-'5 시feq〃ate

Emp!oyee awareness of policies andprocedures Prevenrarive 〃）arㄴ朽 Adequate

Overall Control Ratings:

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

Reputation! Compliance - Consequence: Minor
- Likelihood: P ssi枕e

Overall Risk Ramigs: Moderare

Indicators Tolerance Date Overall City Result

Number of substantiated complaints relating 紬 e,Tors, ommisions or
de/ays '
L爪gation ' - 
Referral to the o＇ㄲbudsrnariJDepartme財군군coun ci! 7

Comments
As rated by workshop Attendees - 

Current Issues / Actions / Treatments Due Date Responsibility
Reviewing procedures forAdministration Officers Jz'＇그－朽 Andrew Me/v价e
Develop Go,porate tra laing calendar Jun-15 Shelley 凡〃erfam
HR 紬 collate training feedback from Performance Reviews for training needs analysis Dec-'5 Shelley Mettam

Incident Management Tracking
Related Incident Details Date Impact
None - - 



mrs RiS仗 The「ne [s defII1ed as;

Theftsteafng of data, assets or information (no deceit) 끄노；
Potenti키 CaUSeS include;

Inadequate security of equipment I supplies I cash o Inadequate provision for patrons belongings

. Robbery . Lack of Supervision

. Scam Invoices

Controls Type Date City Rating

Securitv Access con敞)ls at all buildings (eg. Admin IDepot그 ／캬evenralive Sep-14 Effec five
Security access for all bulldThgs Prevenrarrve Seβ－f4 尸ffec live
Secαn:r /̀ Monitoring cㅇnfm/s Detef沂ye Seβ－쳐 ^dequate
/T Firewall Systems Preventative sep-14 Erfecm/e
Photographic record of major assets Reco very Sep-14 Adequate
겨sset register Recove8/ Sep-14 Adequate
Annual stocktake - Detective Sep-14 Effec rrye
Internal a【／('/r - Detective Sep-14 Effecm/e

overa/I control Ratings: Effec rf훵．e

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

FinanciallProperty - Moderate
i Likelihood: PㅇSs治／e

This Risk Theme is defined 

as;Loss of funds, assets, data or unauthorised access, (whether attempts or successful) by external parties through any means 

(includingelectronic), for the purposes 

of;Fraud - benefit or gain by 
deceitfl m ri h rkiori r1Ifioci Kr kinn or rorli Hnri tIe infenrit, or oerforrnan of svstpms

Overall Risk Ratings: ^'＇〕dera棺

Indicators Tolerance Date Overall City Result

/Vumz)er ㅇfincidents I ㅣ - 
- 
- 
- 
- 

Comments
As rated b)' workshop 겨ttendee5 → 

Current Issues / Actions I Treatments - Due Date - Responsibility
戶nalise ass아register FJ잿，- nu7 Steve Crossman
CCTV at Tresillian - End 2014 - - 

- 
Incident Management Tracking

R이ated Incident Details
None

Date Impact



Ineffective Management of Facilities I Venues I Events
This Risk Theme is defined as;
Failure to effectively manage the day to day operations of facilities, venues and I or events. This includes;
·Inadequate procedures in place to manage the quality or availability.
·Ineffective signage
·Booking issues
·Financial interactions with hirers I users
·Oversight / provision of peripheral services (eg. cleaning I maintenance)

Potential causes include;

Double bookings · Animal contamination.

Illegal alcohol consumption · Failed chemical I health requirements.

Managing bond payments · Access to facilities I venues.

Sep-14

Controls Type Date
。걀

ntaRytC

Evenf Notifica价机 Pn〕cess ／캬aventative Sep-'4 －櫛－
Event Evaluation/Approval Process (Internal) De/ec仇心 Sep-14- 
Event Management Process (Monitoring) Derecr/ve Sep-14 - - Adequate 1
Booking System rOutlook! MRM) ／캬evenfar/ve Sep-14 - - Adequate - 
Eve'?rs P날긔icy & P沁cedure pmcess ／각even fative - - Sep-14 - --
Maintenance Schedules rbuildings/venues) Detective - I Sep-14 - ㅣ Adequate 1

- 
- 
- - 
- - 
- - 

Overall con Er倒 Ratmng5: /`dequate

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

Reputation consec7uence: Minor
Likelihood: Pㅇss硼e

Overall RI耿 Ratings: M0derate

Indicators Tolerance Date Overall City Result

겨tiendance at （〕〃y organised even綸
Complaints
% satisfied with the City's sport and recreation facilities (from
Community Perceptions suivey夕 75% Apr-14 84%
% satisfied with access to se,vices and facilities for people wi治
disabilities (from Community Perceptions survey) 75% Apr-14 75%
% satisfied wi巾 the City's festivals, events and culture! activitie솨from
Community Perceptions survey) 75% Apr-14 77%

Corn ments
겨s ra/ed bγ Workshcp Arfendees - 

Current Issues I Actions! Treatments Due Date Responsibility
Implement bui!ding assessmenh:（〕nd爪（)'＂ㅌp（鮮 JL〃」朽 M Goodlet
Implement recomendations from Corn report Jul-15 M G‘，ㅇd'er
Complete review of Booking System - Jul-15 M C(7/e

- 
Incident Management Tracking

Related Incident Details
None

Date Impact



굽＝신므
Potential causes incTude죗

Weather impacts · Power failure on site

Power outage at service provider . Infrastructure breakdown such as landlines, radio communications.

Out dated / inefficient hardware · Lack of training

Incompatibility between operating system and Microsoft · Software vulnerability (e.g. MS Access)

Controls Type Date City Rating

Da柚 Backup Systems Recㅇveα Nov-I4 Effec live
Pe价）rmance Monitorjng Derec仇／e Nov-14 石f/ecr/ve
Vendor Support (IT Vision) Recovety 사ov-14 ^dequate
PABX System rCommanded Detective 松bv-I4 Efrective
(/F)S Recovery Nov-14 E/rec r（「ve

Maintenance and rep!acemen햐γㅇgtarn Prevenrar/ve /vov-껴 E/recr/Ve
Cloud solutior납or!T and communications systems Preve倂ative NovJ4 〔Frfec 白’ve
z〕／국 S/re Recovey 汕bv-'4 ^dequate

- 
overa!! contr이 Ra价枉is:「 Effective

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

Service Interruption consequence: Major
Likelihood: Unlikely

Overall Risk Ratings: 凡（「Z기ferate

Indicators Tolerance Date Overall City Result

System downtime
Ava/lab价ry .n慨work in什a功vc紬re d＇苽ng 炊isiness hours 7 （길0%

Averaqe outstandtrrg Help Desk suppor行equests 7디

- 
- 

Comments
As rated by Workshop Attendees - 

Current Issues I Actions I Treatments Due Date Responsibility
Re4ew ICT Disaster Recovery Plan - Dec-14 ^J承e F'ef쟎jer

- 
ㅣ 

Incident Management Trackiflg
Related Incident Details 牌ate Ilnipact
None I I



Misconduct Nov-14
I his l<isk ` heme is cletined as;
Intentional activities in excess of authority granted to an employee, which circumvent endorsed policies, procedures or delegated
authority. This would include instances of:
.Relevant authorisations not obtained.
·Distributing confidential information.
·Accessing systems and I or applications without correct authority to do so.
·Misrepresenting data in reports.
'Theft by an employee
·Use of systems and resources with criminal intent
·Collusion between Internal & External parties
This does not include instances where it was not an intentional breach - refer Errors, Omissions or delays in transaction processing, or
Inaccurate Advice.

Potential causes include핏

Inadequate induction process · Lack of understanding

Changing of job titles · Poor internal checks (P0's and delegated authority)

Delegated authority process inadequately implemented · Password sharing

Disgruntled employees

Controls Type Date City Rating

De/egations Register Preventative Nov-14 一槍ffctive- ∼∼
Infernal audit Preventative/Detec仇／e Nov-14 Effective
／캬교圻c /nrereSr p/sc/r)sα』「. awareness and train)hg z)erective Nov-14 Adequate
Segregation ㅇfDuties (Financial) Preventativo Nov-14 .- Effecr獗 一
/r Security겨ccess FrameworkP柏tiles andpasswords) Preventar/ve Nov-14 ＇∼r∼ Effecd礪
Induction Process (Code of Con力co Preventative Nov-14 Adequate
Procurement Process (Purchase Order Process) P/evenfative ＇닙bvㄴ＇4 Effective
Financial Interest Return Recovery Nov-14 Adequate
Exre＇끄a/ aud/r Derective Nov-14 r Effective
F'''anceinduction - Preventative Nov-14 Adequate
Employee exit procedure - ／캬evenrar/ve Nov-I4 Adequate
P0/id/es andprocedures Preventa仇／e Nov-14 탸了ec尤／ve
PeㅇP/e management Prevenrar/ve Nov-14 Adequate

…
ㅢ
 

Overall Control Ratings: lB

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

Financial and Reputational - Consequence: Minor
- Likelihood: Rare

Indicators Tolerance Date Overall City Result

Fa〃ed A〃dits 1
Srandan六）pera桁1g procedurez)reaches 2
Complaints '7om suppliers I
Stock anomolies 2
People taking excess leave I
祈ssing money I - 
Corn m ents
겨＄ rated by w'orkshop 겨＃endees - 

Current Issues I Actions I Treatments I Due Date I Responsibility
No current actions required - - 

- 
ㅣ 

Incident Management Tracking
Related Incident Details Date I Impact
None



This Risk Theme is defined as힁
Failure to adequately conduct Prevention, Preparation, Response and Recovery (PPRR) in the organisation structure and community
elements, inclusive of the management of all emergencies. This includes;

Lack of (or inadequate) emergency response plans.
Lack of training to specific individuals or availability of appropriate emergency response.
Failure in command and control functions as a result of incorrect initial assessment or untimely awareness of incident.
Inadequacies in environmental awareness and monitoring of fuel loads, curing rates etc

(References: AS 3745; AS 1851; AIIMS 4 Management Principles)

Potenti이 causes incIude핏

Inadequate Communication · Isolation in workplace

. Unplanned human behavioural response · Lack of Community Participation

Inadequate internal emergency management structure · Lack of relevant skill and knowledge

Inadequate Bushfire Management Plans

Contr이S Type Date City Rating

Established and Trained Emergency Planning Committee l캬evenrative Sep-14 Eifec n「ve

Organisation Emei끄ency Evacuation Management '＝》＇ㄻ Preven'ative Sep-14 Adequate
Established and Trained ECO r':＝胎 wardens /First Alders) P／흥venfar/ve Sep-14 ^dequate
Functional LEMC PrBvenraf/ve Sep-14 4 Z:rff陝沂ye

Current LEMA & Recoveiy Plan P＇겸venrative Sep-14 Adequate
z.EM exercises Derective sepJ4 介is

Current Bushfire Risk Managementi기an ／캬Bvenra//ve Sep-14 - - Adequate
Risk register (fuel loadsJ Prevenrar/ve Sep-14 ㅣ - Adequate

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
L

→ 

lI

Overall Control Ratings:

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

Health I Property Consequence: Major
Likelihood: Un//k이y

Overall Risk Ratings: /1〃山fcrate

Indicators Tolerance Date Overall City Result

Mssed LEMC Meetings γ 
Exercises Recoi甘ed I
Plans out of date by more than 12 months 7 - 
＾紬n沁er ㅇfinremal evacuat劤7 exercises I - 2013/2014 - on target

- 
- 
- 

Comments
As rated zV Workshㅇp 겨αeㅁdees * 

Current Issues I Actions / Treatments
'v（〕 outstanding actions

Due Date Responsibility

Incident Management Tracking
Related Incident Details
None



알＝丁．】 눕 SI IS

This Risk Theme is defined as;
Failure to effectively manage and lead human resources (full/part time, casuals, temporary and volunteers). This includes not having
an effective Human Resources Framework in addition to not having appropriately qualified or experienced people in the right roles or
not having sufficient staff numbers to achieve objectives. Other areas in this risk theme to consider are;
·Breaching employee regulations (excluding OH&S). 
·Discrimination, Harassment & Bullying in the workplace.
·Poor employee wellbeing
·Key person dependencies without effective succession planning in place.
.Induction issues.

Terminations (including any tribunal issues)
Industrial activity.

Care should he taken when considering insufficient staff numbers as the underlying issue could be a process inefficiency.

Potential causes incIucle오

Leadership failures

Available staff / volunteers are generally highly transient.

Single Person Dependencies

Lack of available 하硼ad contractors

Poor recruitment

Poor internal communications! relationships

Ineffective perlorrnence management programs or procedures.

Ineffective training programs or procedures.

Limited staff availability - mining I private sectors (pay & conditions). 

Lack of volunteers for key service delivery

CEO/Elected Member relationship

Inadequate Induction practices.

Key Controls

／냥R P에sies & P＇ㅁcedtires
ㄲ跡fing rJeed$ Analysis
c..거》＇ㅋre .ㅋ緘ng ca/e''''ar
Upskilling/mu范skillinglsuccession planning
Retention of coiporafe knowledge
Sfa＇지ndoctions
Perfomiance Review & z)evelopment I카ocess
V《》紬n'eers』』p尸아f and recogn祗.n
Train)bg .fManagare
Code .rc.nducf
Reference checking
Interview pmce$$ 
Pe爪,mance manegement

ㅌrnp／아'ee Assistance I캬Dg＇ㅋm
Staff wellbe汕g p'Dgram

Type Date City Rating

P熄venra仇／. 
Prave耐at/ye

／캬sventative & recovery
Preventative

＇궈even tat/ye
／키℃ven柚仇峰

zpe糖c〃ve
尸콩ventative
Preventa Live

＇캬eventa彦ve
Pravenralive
Pravenralive

Recovery

〃o '̀'74
^'.v-74

＇닙tov-胛
Nov-14
Nov-14
Nov-14
＾「.v'f4
Nov-I4
Nov-14
Nov-14
Nov-14
Nov-14
凡bv'74

=. 飇菊釀히
겨dequate

Adequate
겨dequate

Adequa櫓

Aciequate

r캬Dv.n'a仇心 & 尺ecove,y
Ptrvenfalive

Nov-14
〃 v.'4

Cu!f【〃끙 and values l,romotir川 Preventative ㅆ》v-74 - Adequate - 
Documented processes (position specific) Pmvenrat/va Nov-14 - Adequate - 
Pn-emp'.y'17en하ned/ca仕 Preventative Nov-14 ㅣ －臟－
Vacancy advertising Preventative Nov-14 ㅣ Adequate 1
Remuneration review to align with indu功y averages (Merced oetective Nov-14 - Adequate - 
Grievance manegement Recovery Nov-14 - Adequate - 

Overall Control Ratings: - z뜨／푼t크仇工Y ̀ = 

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

Rep utatlo n al conseguence:
z ike/lIe기꾜＊

^'.db＇ㅋre
Uhlikely

Overall Risk Ratings: Modera糖

Key Indicators Tolerance Date Overall City Result

Emp/.yee nimover
,6 Sra'7fu〃7이／.r＇ㅋ＇e <17% .r <LG avera요a
Emp沁yee safisfaction
,6 of employees satisfled w鮮걀 w.'*/bg a사he ̀；万fγ '>fNedland` 66%
Ave＇ㅋg.겨bsenteeism <5daysFA
S〃cce$＄勉＇ unfaird始missa' claims 7 - 
Lega! claims ' - 
Comments
As rated by works hop 겨ttendees - 

Current Issues! Actions I Treatments I Due Date I Responsibility
Review culture and values - Jun-I 5 S. Met/am
Review performance review form ㅣ Jun-I 5 S. Mettan,
Collate performance review data for planning training, upskilfing - Jun-I 5 S. MaLlen
Review reference check form - Jun-15 臘 Metiam

Incident ManaqementTrackinq
Related Incident Details
^rr그ㅁo

Date I Impact
- 
- 
- 



Nov-15

This Risk 자1eme is defined as핏

Failures in the procurement, acquisition, acceptance or disposal process for assets as governed by the Local Government Act. This
risk theme also relates to and includes;
·Lack of formalised process to identify specific requirements prior to procurement.
·Acceptance of assets without reference to a formalised process to ensure correct receipt and I or notification of receipt (transfer of
ownership). 
·Disposing of plant and equipment (either through sale or decommissioning) that did not meet expectations from either a time or
financial perspective.
·Failures in the Tender process from RTF preparation, advertising, due diligence and awarding.

Potential causes include;

Fluctuating local market · Upselling issues

Fraud . Biased view of requirement / specifications

Lack of procedural process I short cutting · Lack of liaison with operators

Controls Type teaD 9n,LaRtyC[ 
Po!icy & nocedures ／캬eve'?rative 付dv;f5 k Fife c汀ve

De/egation Regisfer ／캬eventatlye Nov-15 · Effecrrve
／긱irchase 아켱er／긋ev/e`` 나캬Dces$ Derective Nov-15 - ' Ef(acnVe
/nrems! aud/r Detecr/ve Nov-15 1''" Effec live
Declarartions of interest Preventative Nov-IS - Adequate
Management oversight ／캬even fative Nov-15 - Effective
Asset disposa什egister Preventative N v너5 - Adequate
Authority approve! hierar아구γ ／캬eventative 〃ㅇv'75 - 」‘ Effective
Asser finda Preventative Nov-朽 - 1' Elfec(ive

ㅣ 
Overall Control Ratings: 타7ec納／e

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

FinanciatlRegulatory/Repufation Consequence: ㅆㅇderate

- - Likelihood: Unlikely

Overall Risk Ratings: M이ferare

Indicators ToIeranco Date Overall City Result

Audi柚 completed a8per schedule
Delegations reviewed annua心＇
Purchase orders issued for a싸그rocurement
Annual stock take of plant and equipment - 

- - 
Comments
^s rated by Wo价sh이， A仕endees - 

Current Issues I Actions I Treatments
^／《〕 out standing actions

Due Date Responsibility

Incident Management Tracking
Related Incident Details
None

Date Impact



Inadequate Project I Change Management Sep-14
This Risk Theme is defined as;
Inadequate analysis, design, delivery and / or status reporting of change initiatives, resulting in additional expenses, time requirements
or scope changes. This includes:
·Inadequate Change Management Framework to manage and monitor change activities.
·Inadequate understanding of the impact of project change on the business.
·Failures in the transition of projects into standard operations.
·Failure to implement new systems
·Failures of IT Project Vendors/Contractors
This includes Directorate or Service Unit driven change initiatives except new Plant & Equipment purchases. Refer "Inadequate Asset
Management'

Potential causes include:

Lack of communication and consultation · City growth (too many projects)

Lack of investment · Inadequate monitoring and review

Ineffective management of expectations (scope creep) · Project risks not managed effectively

Inadequate skills/knowledge/qualifications of
prolect manager

Inadequate project planning (resources/budget) · Lack of Project methodology knowledge and reporting requirements

Key Contr이S Type Date City Rating

Project Manegement Framework (Methodology) P'?venra'/ve sep-74 -h柳졉胞探蠟綽노穫르 ; 
Project Status Re／》（기쐬hg Derec仇／e Sep-＇부 겨dequate
／굿／s r̀ asse$s』＇71e/?/$ Pieventa five Sep-i4 Adequate
Project Initiation Documents尸roject Plans ／캬evenrar/ve＇仇勿ni/or Sep-i부- 
Correcf a仇ho riserions ＇캬eventative Sep-껴 Adequate
Budget management 心蹴em Moni紬乙／Derec仇／e Sop-I4 Adequate
뀨me management ' 〃`ㅇn汝）r/Detective Sop-i4 Adequate
Project management training ＇캬evenra仇ze Sep-'4 Adequate

Overall Control Ratings: ^de'7uate

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

Financial consequence: Major
Likelih이기公 Possjb/e

Overall R仕＊ Ra桁igs: 〃／gh

Key Indicators Tolerance Date Overall City Result

M始sod d08d爪구es/milestones Slippage

B〃dgof overrun
柏％ or $10,oα） 

(whichever is Iessei少

Deviations from 小0 project scope
10% or$I0,000

rwhichever is lessed

7jme ㅇve/:'z/ns
No carryover柚 next

year's budget
- 

Comments
As rated by Workshop Attendees - 

Current Issues I Actions / Treatments Due Date Responsibility
Project management 胎mewol* Jun-I5 M Goo bt 옵 M (:：出e
PID/Project Plan review & awareness Ju'1-'5 F쟈7u心ens

Incident Management Tracking
Related Incident Details
None

Date Impact
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Inadequate Stock Management

This Risk Theme is defined as;
Lack of stock to ensure continuity of operations or oversupply of stock resulting in dormant (non-performing) assets. Stock includes,
consumables, stationery, spare parts and I or other items used for operational purposes. This could be a result of an ineffective stock
management system I processes or the peripheral processes in the issuance and I or recording of 'transactions'.
It does not include theft or loss of stock through ineffective operations; refer;
·Theft - "Misconduct" or 'External Theft or Fraud"
·Ineffective operations - 'Errors, Omissions or Delays".

Potential causes Include;

Fluctuating demand · Unavailability of stock

Communication breakdowns . Procedures not followed

Budgetary constraints

Key Controls Type Date City Rating

Annual stocktake Derective Sep-14 巨伽嶼鹹르 … ! 
Manual Inspections Delective Sep-14 Adequate

- 
（긔ierall control Rating$: Effeo棘is 灝

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

Service interruption Consequence:
L价e''h00d:

Minor
Unlikely

Overall Risk Ratings:

Key Indicators T이era n ce Date Overall City Result

Outdated or dormant stock - 
Stock writfen .〃 
/nsI//77c/en' srock 紬 meet need$
variance /＇汀uehisage records

- 
Comments
겨s rated by Workshop AttendeeS - 

Current Issues I Actions / Treatments
^/. current actions required

Due Date Responsibility

Incident Management Tracking
Related Incident Details
None

Date Impact



This Risk Theme is defined as;Failure to correctly identify, interpret, assess, respond and communicate laws andframework. This could result in fines, penalties, litigation or increase scrutiny fromproposed regulatory and legislative changes, in addition to the failure to maintain I.domain) to reflect changes.This does not include;Issues in relation to OH&S - refer "Inadequate employee and visitor safety and sProcurement, disposal or tender process failures - refer "Inadequate ProcurerneiHR based legislation - refer "ineffective People Management"른ate compliances, new orI & public
Potential causes include;

Lack of training, awareness and knowledge e Lack of Legal Expertise

Staff Turnover · CouncillorTurnover

Inadequate record keeping · Misunderstanding of delegations

Ineffective processes · Ineffective monitoring of changes to legislation

Key Controls Type Date City Rating

Compliance Return (DLG夕 Derecf/ve Nov-14 〔Fffec 納／e
戶nancial 'nrerest R瞭抽／71 Recoveα Nov-14 ‘써 "^Effec n"vo
External Aαd／沁r Reviews (Compliance) Deractive Nov-14 "：혈 Effective
Subscriptions /member幼ips/netwo价＇hg Prevenrar/ve Nov-14 E／了ecr/ve
Induction Process - Councillors Preventative N기／-74 Adequate
Induction Pocess → S'a〃 Pteventative Nov-14 타丁ec仇'C
Management oversight Prevenrative Nov-14 E/rcc百ve

Extemal consultants eg. Lawyers Prevenrar/ve Nov-14 Erfec nrv 〕` 

/nre'71a' 겨Ud7行ev/ew8 Defecrlye Nov-i4 Adequato
Prㅇcedαres Prevenrative NOv-14 ^deguate
Checklists Prevenra仇／e Nov-14 - Adequate
Training F'reventative I Nov-14 - EffectIve

Overall cantrol Ratings: Effecn「ve

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

conse댜“ence: Thor
Likelihood: - l/／∥／《9，「／

Overall Risk Ratings：눠 L, LoW
Key Indicators Tolerance Date Overall City Result

nhas orpena柏les
겨Udit notifications
3rd party Investit7ations
% of FOi's actioned within timeframes gFb Sept 14- Aug15 - · 90%
Negative response 仇 Compliance Return Mar-i 4 0
Letter from the Department of Local Govemmenh7c珩tying of a
breach ' Sep-14 0
Refunding of fees (building) I - 
Comments
LG!S are devel이)ing a Standardised Compliance Framework 柚r Local Governments. Once completed, this will be reviewed and
implemented where applicable to provide an oveiview of control effec衲／eness in 价is area.

Current Issues I Actions / Treatments
No outstandira7 actions

睡ue Date

- 
H

;Responsibility

- 

- 
Incident Management Tracking

Related Incident Details
Annual Financial Interest return deadline missed

Date
2014

- 
- 

hTIP act
Letters from ［긔 G



This Risk Theme is defined as; . . :. … . ., , , . ' , , . . . . . , . . . . . - 
JEISUaqUSLC ittattagatIlaFIc UTㄷ Xta[i1al . uppiiers, uontraccors, ii venaors or tJonsultants ' engagea ior core operations. .l 015 includes , - 

陷뱄변긔：스쁘츠르빗빈〔닌른므［idOl띤객ppiy or s른뺑as orianure인∥ㄱ contract끄1 an.ag헌ment &l꾸onitoring processes. it does not include - 
tatiutas It UtO ieuuvi ptueuss; icier macequate「 rocurement, ursposai or " enoer vractices. - 
Potential causes include;

Unskilled staff · Inadequate contract management practices

Complexity and quantity of work · Ineffective monitoring of deliverables

hiadrquato contract change management process ( variations) . Lai火 of이anning and clarity of requirements

Inadequate communication · Historical contracts remaining

Controls Type Date
l

City Rating

cㅇ耐ract 侈 Tender Management Framework Preven tative - Nov-14 조g＝ㅍ痲赫嘯飾宖坐雖些［- … ; 
Training and resourcing Preventar/ve - Nov-14 直갈ㅉ：ㄷㅍ괘岫頓贓j￡F珏겨
o/1going reviews ㅇfsupp 11cr arrangements ye始Prey - ^/ov빼14 ［二켤r그ㅌ彊膠獗二·큇丁‘?－丁
Standard/sedcontractd.cumenra价기그 - Preventative /vov-14 겨dequate
Ski/fed staff紬 manage external contracts and contrac柚／s Preventative /vov-'4 ㄷ르鰻Iㅍ！蟻幀戮疏亘쵸n￡긴∼l
General condit,bns of contract ant九ender ／각eventa five Nov-I4 Adequate
Outsourcin倒o specialist contract managers and suppliers Preve尸柚rlye Nov-14 겨dequate
Projec하〕/anning ／꽉eventative/Detec仇／e Nov-14 E二7묽견J嶇獅颯蘆？=;-rFJJ
Con trac紬rr evaluations eve,y '2 months Derec仇／e Nov-14 겨dequate

ㅇ一〃Control Ratings: 一硬썼輾

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

Service interruption / Reputational I Financial consequence: Major

- - Likelihood: Poss!b/e

Overall Risk Ratings: /7/gh

Indicators Tolerance Date Overall City Result
Plumber of expired contrac柚 not yet renewed I

/r?creaSed costs >（가기
20% above contracted

amount
Complaints I
Sen//ce level failure I
거＂d／杵esu/ts rBDO)
ㅠme//neSs 0f tender 』：SSL/e 5%
Comments
As rated by wbrkshop Attendees - 

Current Issues/ Actions! Treatments Due Date - Responsibility
Project management framework develc기ment Jun-朽 飇 Good/ct & ^ 〃 Cole
Standardised project management documentation templates (based on TAS model?) Jun-15 Executive
Standardisedprocurement manegement documen柚tb,卄emplates Dec-15 M G00d/ez

Incident Management Tracking
Related Incident Details
None

Date Impact



Inadequate
'

Financial, 묜 ccounting or Business Practices Sep-14

This Risk Theme is defined as:
Inadequate identification or quantification of financial exposure or risk associated with decisions to invest in land transactions, financial
derivatives or investments or poor long term forecasting or assumptions. This includes:
·Increased capital costs above assumption
·Employee cost rises above assumption
.Revenue shorifall arising from factors such as external grants/funding, fees and charges, rates, and cost shifting from State and/or
Federal Government to Local Government

Potential causes include;

Poor credit management (short or long term borrowing restricting Ineffective Business Planning (poor scope / competition 
analysis)capacity or flexibility)

Ineffective market analysis (over or under 
estimating) . Ineffective financial modelling, forecasting and projection 

techniquesor processes

Lack of skilled and trained staff

Controls Type Date City Rating

LTFP ／캬-eventar/ve Sep-14 Adequate
Bαdger process Preventative Sep-'4 타fec(r ／̀숀

Capacity Building Rreventa five Sep-14 Adequate
Rigour of project management ／캬even fative Sep-14 Adequate
wbrkforce Plan rWFF깊 Prevenfarlye Sep-14 Ac/equate
Operational rev'e`̀ '` detec仇／e Sep－잿4 降」·널＝ Effective
bαdgeheviews derec仇吟 sep-14 ■■＇ Effecr(rve
financial aud싸internal and external) derective Sep-14 - Effecr(rr̀e
Audit and 'fsk comrnittee moni紬r SepJ4 - Adequate

- 
Overall control Ra珩그gs: Adequate

Consequence Category 勵sk Ratings City Rating

Financial conseguence: Major

- Likelihood: Unlikely

Overall Risk Ratings: 셔r0dera Ia

Indicators Tolerance Date Overall City Result
Operating Surplus Ratio
The extent 紬 which revenues raised cover operationa! expense
only or are availab治 柚r capital 紬nd/ng puiposes. Between ㅇ％ and '5% 2013/2014 0.87%
Current Ra价）

The liquidity position of a local government that has arisen from
the pastyears transactions. 仝1 2013/14 0.92
Rates Coverage Ratio
m구d/cator of a local govemment's ability 柚 cover its cos柚

thorugh its own tax revenue efforts. I아ahafes revenueiTofal
expense$ 논40% 2013/14 67.80%
De仇 Service Cover Rat沁

The ratio 《）fcash available for debt seivicing 沁 interest, principal
레기卦ease payments. >2 2013/14 3
unqualified audit repot굿 7 Nov-14 1
Completion o戶ntema! audit program 95% Nov-14 100%

- 
Comments
겨s rated by w'0汝5h이） Attendees - 

Current Issues! Actions I Treatments
^'. outstandhg actions

Due Date Responsibility

Incident Management Tracking
Rel'0ted Incident Details
^bne

Date



Inability to meet Corporate BusIness Plan objectives Sep-14

This Risk Theme is defined as;
A source of loss or failure from the pursuit of an unsuccessful business plan.
This includes:
·Poor or uninformed business decisions
·Substandard execution of decisions
·Inadequate resource allocation
·Failure to respond to changes in the business environment

Strategic risk can be classified as either internal or external.
Internal risks arise from variables which can be controlled, such as Human, Technological, Physical and Operational factors.
External risks arise from variables which can be managed but cannot be controlled, such as economics, politics, natural disasters and
compliance.

Potential causes include;

Poor or uninformed business decisions · Not fully commited to the goal

Not understanding the business environment · Not having the right people involved

Unrealistic goals · Inadequate resources committed

Unwillingness or inability to change · Poor communications

External factors such as politics or legislative changes · Failure to review the plan

Inability to adapt to changing market conditions · Failure to manage implementation

Controls Type Date City Rating

Communicate 出e vision and strategic objectives 沁
Srakehoicrers P/eventative Sep-14 ^dequate

ownership assigned to an experienced managemen사earn ／갸even/a仇／e Sep-14 I lg "
Specific Council decision-making approach applied when
considering significant issues. Preventative Sep-14 壕i궝c杜ve

呻
Central integrated planning and reporting framework Prevenrar/Lre Sep-14 - 
Community monitoring report rQuarterly repo,卄o Council) Preventative - Sep-14 - 
Council Report Template Preventative - 4ep-S

- - 
Overall Control Rating:

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

Rep utatlo n aI conse뗀7uence: Minor
Likelihood: Likely

Overall Risk Rating: /wm'erate

Indicators Tolerance Date Overall City Result Service

Na柚ral Area Management
No. of trees rseedlings그 planted in natural areas and greenways 20,ooo July14- June15 A1.1
Parks passive assets (playgrounds, seats, benches, path-
lights)
% of pa楸's passive asse柚 in a salb and functional condition 9.90% A1.5
Irrigation In什astrue柚re

% of irrigation infrastructure in a 柚nctional condition and
operationally efficient
- In field Irriga腕〕／〕 System
- Pumping Equipment
- Control Cabinets
- Bores

13%
8o%
9%

62% A1.5
Spo茁hg Infrastruc柚re

% of sp0!巍？g If汝astruc柚re 加 a salb and functional condition % 24 A1 [5
River wall in disrepair
linear metres of river-wall in disrepair 1km (approximatel씨 - A1.5



"Inability 

to meet Corporaie Business Plan objectives

｀〕｀‘」

Sep-14
stree tscape
no. of frees in streef scapes and parks n一n닐6J걀｀＾匕 - - A1.6
Underground Pawer
No. of lots with underground power 2∼83크＇ ㅣ - A1.11
R.:,ad$r
Roadpavement
% of roadpaveme＇汕n a satisfactoiy' condition
Drainage
% ofdrainage in a ' safisfactor/ condition

沁％

7（크【：〕 / 八＇eVγ

A2. 1

A2.2
Footpaths and Cycleways
% 《汎botpaths in a satisfacfoiy' condition
km of dedicated cycle-ways rCoN and Main Roads夕

紺ew

/Vew
A2.3
A2.3

Transport!가anning andManagement
Parking
% of respondents satisfied with the performance of the City of
Nedlands 衲 the area of control of parking 6o% A2.4
Support 沁 Community Gro먀)S and Organ isations
(includes Built Facilities)
Major projects
no. of major projec始 completed on time and w汝iln budget

9 rt and Physical Recreation
rts c／【／b saf/sfacrion /eve/

Advocacy
Effectiveness of advocacy on key issues of communit나nterest

7

A3.1

A3. 1

75% 匕^3.A

^7ew
New A4.5

Regional Co-operation and Collaboration
Effectiveness of WESROC programs/projects supported by the
CoN
Effectiveness of programs/projects undertaken in partners hip
with neighbouring loca시7ovemments

New

/vew

A4.6

A4.6

- - 

Comments
겨s rated z)y Workshop 겨ttendees ∼

rrent Issues / Actions I Treatments
t- e view of SCP/CBP/Long Term Financial Plan

Due Date
￡Fnd 2015

Responsibility
M Cole



Political Risk Sep-14

쟤is Risk Theme is defined as긋

Political (the practice of influencing other people) decisions or any political change that alters the expected outcome and value of an
initiative by changing the probability of achieving objectives.

This includes:
·Local Government Structural Reform: lower priority of Nedlends in the new amalgamated Local Government
·Core changes to Local Government - rating powers
·Change in State Planning Policy in conflict with Council's strategic direction for the shape and form of Nedlands
·Breakdown in relationship between City Mayor/Council and CEO

Potenti키 causes include오

Poor communication · Lack of Elected Mernbertrair/ng

Poor advice . Unwillingness or inability to change

Changing Community expectations ' Not understanding governance role

Controls Type Date City Rating

S窈낡eg'b CommunityF깅an Preve鮮a仇峰 Sep－삿4 겨dequaie

Corporate Business Plan Prㅌven柚仇／e Sep-14 ' F窟芎篒輳＠pl
Advocacy ((nifuencing the decisions of others who do or can contribute
쇼갸,ositive community outcome뵈 ＇캬끙venfarlye Sep-14

^dequate

Ongoing engagement with neighbouring!ocal governments Pieventa仇'a Sep-'4 겨dequate

Long 7em7 戶hancial P／α〃 Preven'ar/̀ /. Sep→74 Adequate
Community Engagement Strafegy ／캬-eventative Seβ－'4 Adequate
Consicrer a/remative reve＇깃／e ＄아／『r:eS P冶venralive Sep-I4 /`dequate

Prevenralive Sep·＇4

Overall c0戱rot Ratings: 겨dequate

Consequence Category Risk Ratings City Rating

Reputational consegαence: Mode＇ㅋre

- L价elihood: P ssib!e

Overall I귀sk Ratings: Moderate

Indicators Tolerance Date Overall City Result

,6 resicre蹴a satis万ed with staff and c이m＇〕d隊 performance as a
governing z).dy nh)/}7 Community Percep汝》nS survey) - 75% Apr-14 83%
96 residents satisfied with Council'낡eader幼ip in the community rfrom
Community Perceptions survey렛 6o% Apr-14 6卄'0
% residents believe 【hat E(so糖d Membera a杜lie city have a good
understanding of our need솨from Community Perceptions survey) 4o% Apr-14 49%

- 
- 

Comments
A8 rated bγ wb＇쿠【＄／〕.p 겨ttendees - 

Current Issues! Actions I Treatments Due Date Responsibility
No outstanding actions

Incident Management Tracking
Related Incident Details 山ste Impact
None - 
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7.3 INTERIM AUDIT – FRAUD AND ERROR ASSESSMENT 

 
Moved – Councillor McManus 
Seconded – Councillor James 
 
Recommendation to Committee 
(Printed below for ease of reference 
 
Recommendation to Committee / Council 
 
The Audit and Risk Committee: 
 
1. Endorses the responses to the Fraud and Error Assessment; 

subject to amending the response to question 1 by adding the 
words “We are advised” at the beginning of the last two sentances; 
and  

2. Authorises the Presiding Member to sign the assessment. 
 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 6/- 
 
Background 
 
The Australian Auditing Standards require our Auditors Macri Partners to 
consider the risk that fraud could occur within the Council.  In preparing to 
perform their Interim Audit risk assessment of the City of Nedlands in relation 
to the audit for the year ending 30 June 2015, Macri Partners have requested 
answers to the following questions: 
 

1. Do you believe the policies and procedures in place within the Council 
are adequate to minimise the risk of fraud to an appropriately low level? 
Please provide an explanation for the reasons for your answer.  

2. Have you, during the past year, become aware of or suspected fraud 
within the Council? If yes, please provide details.  

3. Are you aware of any instances where policies and procedures have not 
been adhered to which could have resulted in a fraud occurring? If yes, 
please provide details.  

4. Has the Council’s management communicated to you its processes for 
identifying/responding to risks of fraud? 

 
A draft response has been prepared for the Committee’s consideration.  The 
matter of Fraud Risk is addressed in the CEO report on internal controls – Risk 
Management. 
 
Recommendation to the Audit and Risk Committee 
 
The Audit and Risk Committee: 
 

1. Endorses the responses to the Fraud and Error Assessment; and  
2. Authorises the Presiding Member to sign the assessment. 
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Attachment 
1. Interim Audit – Draft Fraud and Error Assessment 
  



 

 

Fraud and Error Assessment – Audit Committee 
CITY OF NEDLANDS 

FOR THE YEAR ENDING 30 JUNE 2015 

 
The Australian Auditing Standards require us to consider the risk that fraud could occur within the 
Council. We are preparing to perform our Interim Audit risk assessment of your Council in relation to 
the audit for the year ending 30 June 2015. We would appreciate if you could briefly answer the 
following questions in the spaces provided, and return this signed letter.  
 
 

1. Do you believe the policies and procedures in place within the Council are adequate to 
minimise the risk of fraud to an appropriately low level? Please provide an explanation for the 
reasons for your answer.  

Yes.  The Committee accepts that there is an appropriate level of awareness to identify, analyse 
and treat fraud and misconduct risk.  The internal controls and separation of duties throughout 
key areas of the organisation are regularly tested and reviewed.  Staff receive a thorough 
induction which includes fraud and misconduct.  Staff are reminded of their responsibilities and 
obligations through staff meetings, the intranet. 

 

2. Have you, during the past year, become aware of or suspected fraud within the Council? If 
yes, please provide details.  

No. 

 

3. Are you aware of any instances where policies and procedures have not been adhered to 
which could have resulted in a fraud occurring? If yes, please provide details.  

No. 

 

4. Has the Council’s management communicated to you its processes for identifying/responding 
to risks of fraud? 

 
Yes. 

 
 
 

 

Signature:  

Name:  

Position:  

Date:  
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Examples of Circumstances that Indicate the Possibility of Fraud 
 
The following are examples of circumstances that may indicate the possibility that the financial report 
may contain a material misstatement resulting from fraud. 
 
Discrepancies in the accounting records, including: 

 Transactions that are not recorded in a complete or timely manner or are improperly recorded 
as to amount, accounting period, classification, or entity policy. 

 Unsupported or unauthorised balances or transactions. 
 Last-minute adjustments that significantly affect financial results. 
 Evidence of employees’ access to systems and records inconsistent with that necessary to 

perform their authorised duties. 
 Tips or complaints to the auditor about alleged fraud. 

 
Conflicting or missing evidence, including: 

 Missing documents. 
 Documents that appear to have been altered. 
 Unavailability of other than photocopied or electronically transmitted documents when 

documents in original form are expected to exist. 
 Significant unexplained items on reconciliations. 
 Unusual balance sheet changes, or changes in trends or important financial statement ratios 

or relationships – for example receivables growing faster than revenues. 
 Inconsistent, vague, or implausible responses from management or employees arising from 

enquiries or analytical procedures. 
 Unusual discrepancies between the entity's records and confirmation replies. 
 Large numbers of credit entries and other adjustments made to accounts receivable records. 
 Unexplained or inadequately explained differences between the accounts receivable sub-

ledger and the control account, or between the customer statements and the accounts 
receivable sub-ledger. 

 Missing or non-existent cancelled cheques in circumstances where cancelled cheques are 
ordinarily returned to the entity with the bank statement. 

 Missing inventory or physical assets of significant magnitude. 
 Unavailable or missing electronic evidence, inconsistent with the entity’s record retention 

practices or policies. 
 Fewer responses to confirmations than anticipated or a greater number of responses than 

anticipated. 
 Inability to produce evidence of key systems development and program change testing and 

implementation activities for current-year system changes and deployments. 
 
Problematic or unusual relationships between the auditor and management, including: 

 Denial of access to records, facilities, certain employees, customers, vendors, or others from 
whom audit evidence might be sought. 

 Undue time pressures imposed by management to resolve complex or contentious issues. 
 Complaints by management about the conduct of the audit or management intimidation of 

engagement team members, particularly in connection with the auditor’s critical assessment 
of audit evidence or in the resolution of potential disagreements with management. 

 Unusual delays by the entity in providing requested information. 
 Unwillingness to facilitate auditor access to key electronic files for testing through the use of 

computer-assisted audit techniques. 
 Denial of access to key IT operations staff and facilities, including security, operations, and 

systems development personnel. 
 An unwillingness to add or revise disclosures in the financial report to make them more 

complete and understandable. 
 An unwillingness to address identified deficiencies in internal control on a timely basis. 
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Other 

 Unwillingness by management to permit the auditor to meet privately with those charged with 
governance. 

 Personal financial pressure 
 Vices such as substance abuse and gambling 
 Extravagant purchasing or lifestyle 
 Real or imagined grievances against the organisation or management 
 Increased stress, irritable, defensive and argumentative 
 No vacations / sick leave / excessive overtime 
 Dominant personality 
 Protective of area of administration and missing documents and files from the staff’s area 
 Accounting policies that appear to be at variance with industry norms. 
 Frequent changes in accounting estimates that do not appear to result from changed 

circumstances. 
 Tolerance of violations of the entity’s Code of Conduct. 
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7.4 BDO INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT – EXPENSES AND 
CORPORATE CREDIT CARD PROCESSES 

 
Moved – Mr Eastwood 
Seconded – Councillor James 
 
Recommendation to Committee 
(Printed below for ease of reference 
 
Recommendation to Committee / Council 
 
The Audit and Risk Committee: 
1. Receives the BDO Internal Audit - Expenses and Corporate Credit Card 

Review; 
2. Notes management comments and endorses the agreed actions; 
3. and requests the updated the procedure be completed by 30 April 

2015. 
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 6/- 

 
Background 
 
The objectives of this review were: 

 To consider and test the existing framework for approving, authorising, 
and paying for expenses incurred by members of staff from their own 
funds, from petty cash, and from the use of the City’s Fuel Cards, P-
Cards, and CCCs;  

 To report findings, observations, and recommendations based on 
consideration and testing of the systems used for the above purposes. 

 
In particular, BDO tested compliance with the City’s established expenses 
policy and its related staff expenses and card usage processes and procedures. 
 
The following areas were covered as part of the review:  

 Preparation, authorisation and processing of staff expenses including 
those incurred through a CCC and P-Cards;  

 Completeness and suitability of the City of Nedlands policies concerning 
staff expenses and the use of CCCs and P-Cards;  

 Compliance with the staff expenses and corporate purchasing, CCC, 
and P-Card policies as authorised by the City of Nedlands;  

 The timeliness and accuracy of accounting for expenses;  
 Follow up of the recommendations raised in the Fuel Cards internal audit 

report of February 2013. 
 
The subject period for this review was from 31 August 2013 to 31 August 2014. 
 
A satisfactory rating was given with one high risk rated finding and 2 low risk 
rated findings.  The report detailing the findings and management comments 
and agreed actions is attached. 
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Recommendation to the Audit and Risk Committee 
 
The Audit and Risk Committee: 
 

1. Receives the BDO Internal Audit - Expenses and Corporate Credit Card 
Review; and  

2. Notes management comments and endorses the agreed actions. 
 
Attachment 
 
1. BDO Internal Audit - Expenses and Corporate Credit Card Review 
 
  



 
 

 
 

Tel: +61 8 6382 4600 
Fax: +61 8 6382 4601 
www.bdo.com.au 

 

38 Station Street 
Subiaco, WA 6008 
PO Box 700, West Perth WA  
Australia 6872 

 

BDO Audit (WA) Pty Ltd ABN 79 112 284 787 is a member of a national association of independent entities which are all members of BDO (Australia) Ltd ABN 77 050 
110 275, an Australian company limited by guarantee. BDO Audit (WA) Pty Ltd and BDO (Australia) Ltd are members of BDO International Ltd, a UK company limited 
by guarantee, and form part of the international BDO network of independent member firms. Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards 

Legislation (other than for the acts or omissions of financial services licensees) in each State or Territory other than Tasmania. 

17 November 2014 

 

Mr Michael Cole 

Director of Corporate Strategy 

City of Nedlands 

71 Stirling Highway 

Nedlands WA 6009 

 

Dear Michael, 

 

City of Nedlands – Expenses and Corporate Credit Card Review 

 

We write to advise you of the completion of our review of the City of Nedlands’ (“the City”) Expenses 

and Corporate Credit Card processes. This review has been conducted in accordance with our agreed 

Terms of Reference dated 8 September 2014. We now enclose our report which details the findings 

arising from the review. 

 

Should you have any queries in relation to this report please contact either myself on (08) 6382 4690 or 

Lih Ling Ma on (08) 6382 4745.  

 

 

Yours faithfully, 

BDO Audit (WA) Pty Ltd 

 

 

 

James Manning 

Associate Director 

 

Encl. 

 



DRAFT 

 

 

 

   

City of Nedlands 

Expenses and Corporate Credit Card Review 

October - November 2014 



DRAFT 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

1.1 Context  

In accordance with the 2014/15 Internal Audit Annual Plan, we have completed our review of the 

effectiveness of the internal controls pertaining to staff expenses and Corporate Credit Cards. The title 

given to this review is “Expenses and Corporate Credit Card Review”. 

In past years, the majority of the City’s minor expenses incurred by staff were claimed through petty 

cash. In late 2013 the City introduced Purchasing Cards (“P-Cards”) for staff purchases of low value goods 

and services, such as minor office consumables and comestibles, as a better alternative to using petty 

cash for these purposes. The P-Cards have credit limits ranging from $1,000 to $2,000.  For individual 

purchases that cost more than $1,000 the City’s staff are required to raise a purchase order through the 

City’s procurement system.  

The City also issues Corporate Credit Cards to senior executives i.e. the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and 

Directors. The City’s Corporate Credit Cards (“CCC”) have credit limits ranging from $5,000 to $15,000. 

The expenses incurred through these cards include expenditures for membership fees, conferences, 

airfares and travel expenses. 

The City uses the CCC and P-Card facilities provided by the National Australia Bank (“NAB”). Currently the 

City has issued CCCs to the CEO and 3 directors, and 38 P-Cards to nominated staff from various 

departments in the City. The total expenses incurred on all the cards averages about $12,000 per month. 

This report sets out our review of staff expenses incurred by CCCs and P-Cards and our follow up of the 

fuel card review conducted in 2012/13. 

 

1.2 Conclusion 

The overall rating for this review is “Satisfactory”. The Review ratings are defined in section 7 of this 

report. The “Satisfactory” rating for this review is reflective of the results of our execution of the review 

plan. In reaching our assessment we have taken account of the less complex nature and purposes of the 

systems and their related controls that manage and monitor the processes for employees claiming 

expenses and using the City’s Purchasing and Corporate Credit Cards.     

Notwithstanding the above, we noted from our review that there are some control weaknesses concerning 

the policies and procedures for the issue, use, acquittal and cancellation of CCCs and P-Cards. For 

example, the policy and procedure for the use and management of CCCs was issued in 2003 and has not 

been updated since then; we also noted that the current credit limits on these cards have been increased 

substantially as compared to the credit limits stated in this policy. Furthermore, we found that there are 

some controls that are not compliant with the current established policy and procedures for P-Card usage.  

Our key findings are summarised in the next section.   

We believe that the rectification of the identified weaknesses will contribute to raising the overall 

effectiveness and efficiency of the control environment around P-Cards and CCCs. 
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1.3 Summary of key findings 
 

Our review identified one ‘High’ risk rated finding. This is summarised in Table 1 below. We have also 

identified two ‘Low’ risk rated findings and one ‘Improvement Opportunity’.  The findings and 

observations are further explained in Section 3 of this report. The definitions of the risk ratings ascribed 

to individual risks are provided in Section 7 of this report. 

 

Table 1: Summary of ‘High’ risk-rated finding 

Reference Findings 

High rated 

3.1.1 Inadequate or deficient policies, procedures and guidelines  

 Outdated and inadequate policy and procedures for controlling the use of the City’s 

CCCs. Common controls would include a process for authorising and documenting 

changes in  credit limits and an independent review process for authorising expenses 

charged to a CCC; 

 Instances of non-compliance with – or absence of - documented procedures for P-Cards. 

For example, there is an absence of documented procedures for the cancellation of a 

P-Card, and the review of end of month reconciliation of P-Card expenses. 

 

1.4 Summary of Follow-up Procedures for Fuel Cards Review 

As part of our internal audit procedures, we followed up on the status of management’s action plans to 

remedy the weaknesses identified during the 2013 Fuel Cards Review conducted by Grant Thornton.  

Our follow-up procedures noted that all issues that were raised by the previous auditors with regard to the 

City’s use of fuel cards have been addressed. The follow-up status is further detailed in Section 4 of this 

report. 

 

1.5 Acknowledgement  

We thank the staff at the City for the support and assistance they gave to us while we were executing this 

review.  
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2. DETAILED REPORT 

 

2.1 Objectives of Review 

The objectives of this review are: - 

 To consider and test  the existing framework for approving, authorising, and paying for expenses 

incurred by members of staff from their own funds, from petty cash, and from the use of the City’s 

Fuel Cards, P-Cards, and CCCs;  

 To report our findings, observations, and recommendations based on our consideration and testing of 

the systems used for the above purposes. 

In particular, we tested compliance with the City’s established expenses policy and its related staff 

expenses and card usage processes and procedures.  

 

2.2 Scope of Review 

The following areas were covered as part of the review:  

 Preparation, authorisation and processing of staff expenses including those incurred through a CCC 

and P-Cards; 

 Completeness and suitability of the City of Nedlands policies concerning staff expenses and the use of 

CCCs and P-Cards; 

 Compliance  with the staff expenses and corporate purchasing, CCC, and P-Card policies as authorised 

by the City of Nedlands; 

 The timeliness and accuracy of accounting for expenses; 

 Follow up of the recommendations raised in the Fuel Cards internal audit report of February 2013. 

The subject period for this review was from 31 August 2013 to 31 August 2014. 

At the planning meeting it was agreed that this review would principally cover staff expenses incurred 

through the use of CCCs and P-Cards.  

With regard to the use of Fuel Cards, our fieldwork has been restricted to following up on the internal 

audit recommendations raised by Grant Thornton in their report of February 2013. Our work was limited 

to noting the actions taken in respect of their recommendations and excluded any compliance testing to 

gain evidence that the recommendations have been implemented or of the fringe benefit tax implications 

of the fuel cards.  

For staff expenses claimed by reimbursement through petty cash, these areas were covered in a separate 

review, namely the Cash and Bank review that we completed in July 2014. Procurement expenses are to 

be covered in the Procurement and Contract Management Review that is scheduled to begin in November 

2014. 

A data analytics review was excluded from this review because of the relatively low volume of 

transactions that are processed by the City in this subject area. 
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2.3 Approach 

We executed this review by proceeding through the following steps: 

 Held discussions and undertook explanatory system walkthrough interviews with relevant staff from 

Finance and with the Workshop Co-ordinator of the City’s fuel depot, this latter to confirm that the 

findings from the February 2013 fuel cards internal audit report had been addressed. As a result of 

this step we were able to determine and document the key systems’ functions and controls. This was 

supplemented by a review of relevant authorised policies and procedures; 

 Identified and prioritised the key risks that are inherent within the in-scope processes. Thereafter, 

we identified the key controls that management has developed and implemented to manage these 

risks; 

 Evaluated the control environment to confirm whether or not all identified risks have been 

adequately addressed; 

 Included the following processes as applied in the use of corporate credit cards and purchasing cards  

as part of our review: 

o Card issue; 

o Card use; 

o Card acquittal; 

o Card termination, cancellation, and destruction. 

 Evaluated the adequacy of the controls as described and documented;  

 Obtained documentary evidence and performed sample-based tests  to determine whether or not the 

controls as described have been operating effectively;  

 Routinely reported findings and progress to the City, typically on a weekly basis; 

 Held a close-out meeting with management at which we will present and discuss our findings and 

recommendations; 

 Prepare and issue our report, first in draft for management comments, then in final form.  
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3.  DETAILED FINDINGS 

3.1 High Risk-rated Findings    

Finding Potential Risk Recommendation Management Comment 

3.1.1 Inadequate or deficient policies, procedures and guidelines  

During our review and sample testing conducted on the issue, 

use, acquittal and cancellation of cards, we noted the 

following exceptions: 

a. Corporate Credit Card (CCC) 

There are deficiencies in the current policy that addresses 

the use of the City’s CCCs. These include the following: 

i. The policy has not been updated since 2003; business 

processes may have changed since the time this 

document was last reviewed. 

ii. Formal approval on increasing credit limits – currently 

the CEO is granted a $15,000 credit limit and the 

Directors are granted $5,000. The original and now 

outdated policy ascribed credit limits to these 

individuals of $5,000 and $1,000 respectively.  

From our testing, we were unable to obtain evidence 

whether these limits have been authorised by 

Management.  

iii. Formal approval procedures for the expenses incurred 

by the user of a CCC. 

 CCC holders are 

defenceless against 

allegations of misuse of 

their corporate credit cards 

because of the absence of 

up-to-date, adequate, and 

appropriately authorised 

policies and procedures to 

protect them. 

 Expenses incurred resulting 

from card usage do not fit 

the needs and purposes of 

the City; 

 For CCCs, the absence of a 

formal application 

document for changes to a 

card’s credit limit may 

result in improper 

authorisation and 

justification, and, owing to 

these control weaknesses, 

a. Concerning the Corporate 

Credit Cards (CCCs): - 

We recommend that 

Management should: - 

i. Review and update the 

policy, procedure and 

guidelines for the use of 

CCCs. The current policy 

and procedure should also 

be updated with 

procedures that address 

the points noted in ii, iii 

and iv. 

ii. An approval process for 

the granting and 

modification of cards and 

their related credit limits. 

The credit limit granted 

to initial cardholders, or a 

change of credit limit to 

an existing card, should 

Management Action: 

It is acknowledged that while 

appropriate procedures are practiced 

these have not been adequately 

documented. Management accepts 

the Auditor’s recommendations.  The 

CCC Policy will be updated and the 

other recommendations will be 

implemented.  

Management have agreed on the 

following actions:  

 The card cancellation procedure 

will be fully documented.  At 

present the City maintains a 

register where the cardholder 

and the administrator sign off 

when a card is cancelled. 

 The end of month statement 

review and invoice reconciliation 

process will be documented in 

sufficient detail as to explain who 
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3.1 High Risk-rated Findings    

Finding Potential Risk Recommendation Management Comment 

We understand that the purchases made using a CCC by 

the Directors should be approved and signed by the CEO 

and the purchases made by CEO should be approved and 

signed by the Director of Corporate Strategy. However, 

this approval process was not formally documented in 

the CCC policy and, from our sampled testing, we noted 

that 12 out of 12 samples tested did not have an 

approval signature on either the expense form or the 

credit card statement. 

iv. Cardholder agreement on the use of cards.  

From our sample testing we were unable to obtain 

evidence that the Corporate Credit Card holders signed a 

formal agreement concerning the use of their cards.  We 

noted that this was rectified by Finance soon after it 

was brought to their attention; there is still one 

outstanding director that has not completed this 

agreement. 

b. Purchasing Card (P-Card) 

We noted that there are written policies, procedures and 

guidelines for the issue, use, and acquittal of P-Cards. 

However, we noted the following deficiencies: 

i. P-Card cancellation and review of month end statement 

There were procedures for handling card cancellation 

leave the card holder and 

the City vulnerable to audit 

criticism.  

 The absence of detailed 

instructions and procedures 

concerning card use and 

management may result in 

issues concerning 

subsequent usage of a card 

in the event of a card 

holder leaving the 

organisation. 

 

 

both be authorised and 

approved by the CEO. If 

the card holder is the CEO 

then it should be 

approved by the 

delegated Director. 

iii. A CCC expense approval 

process. All card expense 

claim forms and the 

supporting invoices and/or 

receipts should be 

authorised and approved 

by the CEO or one or more 

alternate  Directors to 

whom this authority has 

been delegated;  

iv. A signed copy of the 

Cardholder Agreement 

should be obtained from 

all cardholders.  

b. P-Card 

Management should: - 

i. Enhance the current 

policy and procedures to 

has reviewed what and how, and 

the subsequent follow up and 

clearance of any queries. 

 Formalise the policy and 

procedures using the City of 

Nedlands official letter head and 

indicate the current and next 

review dates in the document. 

Responsible Official:  

    Director Corporate & Strategy         

Implementation Date:  

31 March 2015 
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3.1 High Risk-rated Findings    

Finding Potential Risk Recommendation Management Comment 

and review of month end statements. However, these 

procedures were not formally documented in detail in 

the current P-Card procedures. 

ii. P-Card procedures documents  

There was no indication of the current and next review 

date in the policy and procedure documents. 

 

  

include a card 

cancellation procedure. 

Management may consider 

implementing a card 

cancellation form that 

includes sign offs by the 

cardholder and accounts 

department once the card 

cancellation process has 

been completed.  

The end of month 

statement review and 

invoice reconciliation 

process should be 

documented in sufficient 

detail as to explain who 

has reviewed what and 

how, and the subsequent 

follow up and clearance of 

any queries. 

ii. Formalise the policy and 

procedures using the City 

of Nedlands official letter 

head and indicate the 

current and next review 
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3.1 High Risk-rated Findings    

Finding Potential Risk Recommendation Management Comment 

dates in the document. 
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3.2 Medium Risk rated Findings    

No medium risk rated findings noted. 
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3.3 Low Risk rated Findings    

Finding Potential Risk Recommendation Management Comment 

3.3.1 Inadequate P-Card review procedures  

a. Review of P-Card holder list  

We were advised that a review of the list of P-Card holders 

was last performed in late 2013. The current P-Card policy 

does not state a specific time period at the end of which the 

list should be reviewed.  

However, we did note that there were procedures on 

deactivated resigned P-Card holders in the NAB Flexi-

Purchase System to prevent unauthorised use of a card. 

b. Review of P-Card claims 

During our review we were advised that both the Accounts 

Payable Officer and the Accountant conduct a review of P-

Card statements against the invoices submitted by the P-

Card holders at month end. This is to ensure that the 

transactions claimed are verifiable and are not outside the 

ordinary course of business. We noted that both the Accounts 

Payable Officer and the Accountant did not sign off on the 

statement to indicate that their review had been performed. 

We were also advised that Card Administrators have 

performed on the spot checks on the use of P-Cards as per 

the policy and procedures. However, they did not document 

and sign off to evidence their review. 

 Unauthorised use of cards 

by cardholders who may not 

need the card due to 

change of job function, but 

their access still remains in 

the system; 

 Cards granted to staff may 

not be based on their 

needs; 

 The absence of  proper 

review documentation and 

sign off may imply: -   

 lack of assurance that 

the review has been 

conducted 

appropriately; 

 lack of evidence of the 

review having been 

performed. 

a. Review of P-Card holder 

list 

We recommend that 

Management should: - 

 Outline in the P-Card 

document that the list of 

Cardholders should be 

reviewed at least on a bi-

annual or yearly basis. 

 This review should be 

performed with a view to 

ensuring that current P-

Card holders still have the 

need to have their P-Cards, 

and that the approval 

process remains  

appropriate. For example, 

to check that their line 

managers are still the same 

person, or whether the 

staff member has moved to 

another department. 

Management Action: 

The Auditor’s recommendations to 

enhance the procedures are accepted, 

and will be implemented. 

Responsible Official:  

Manager Finance 

Implementation Date:  

5 January 2015  
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3.3 Low Risk rated Findings    

Finding Potential Risk Recommendation Management Comment 

  The review should be 

documented and signed off 

as evidence of having been 

performed.  

 The P-Card policy should 

clearly define the 

acceptable timeframe for 

review, e.g.  Bi-annual or 

yearly rather than simply a 

“regular” review. 

b. Review of P-Card claims 

The relevant staff who 

have performed the review 

should sign off on the 

statements as evidence of 

their review having been 

performed. 

3.3.2 Insufficient preventative restrictions over card usage 

The CCC and P-Card Policy state that staff are not allowed to 

withdraw cash using the CCC or P-Card granted to them. We 

understand that all P-Cards issued to cardholders are 

restricted by NAB’s system from withdrawing cash via the P-

Card. However, a similar restriction has not been 

 Staff may withdraw cash 

from a CCC and use it for 

unauthorised purposes 

We recommend that 

Management should check with 

NAB if it is possible to 

implement the same system 

controls for the CCC as for the 

Management Action: 

The CCCs are restricted to the CEO 

and the 3 Directors.  There may be 

emergency situations when it is 
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3.3 Low Risk rated Findings    

Finding Potential Risk Recommendation Management Comment 

implemented for the CCCs.  

We did note that the current internal review serves as a 

detect control if cash withdrawals are made by CCC holders. 

 

 

P-Card; i.e. to have the system 

restrict cardholders from 

withdrawing cash using a CCC. 

necessary for cash withdrawal by one 

or more of these executives. To allow 

for these emergencies Management 

believes that asking the Card Issuer to 

ban the withdrawal of cash is not 

desirable.   

Responsible Official:  

N/A 

Implementation Date:  

N/A 
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4.    Improvement Opportunities   

Finding Improvement Opportunity Management Comment 

4.1. Incomplete P-Card cancellation 

From our testing of P-Card cancellations, we noted that the 

cancelled cardholder names were deactivated from the NAB 

system. However, the status of these cardholders had not been 

deactivated from the Flexi-Purchase System. The particular 

individuals are : 

Cardholder Name 

 Bianca Marson 

 Dannielle May 

 Charlotte Darrick 

 Emma Wallace 

We acknowledge that any attempts to use these cards would 

result in the cards being rejected due to these cards having 

been cancelled by NAB. 

In order to maintain an up to date P-Cards holder list 

in the Flexi purchase system and for completeness of 

the card cancellation process, Management should 

ensure that terminated staff should be deactivated 

from the Flexi Purchase system.  

Management Action: 

Management accepts the Auditor’s 

recommendations, and have since implemented 

them 

 

Responsible Official:  

Manager Finance 

 

Implementation Date:  

24 November 2014 

 

5.     Outcome of Follow-up Procedures for 2013 Fuel Card Review 

 

Finding Recommendation Management Comment Follow Up Status 

5.1 Fuel cards – Lack of monitoring and review of procedure 

Discussions with management and our review of the City’s 

procedure "1.17 Use of Council Vehicles" revealed that the 

City had not reviewed and updated this document since 

That the City reviews and 

updates the “1.17 Use of 

Council Vehicles” procedure 

Management Action :  

The recommendation is 

Completed. 

We noted the recommendation has 

been documented in the newly 
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Finding Recommendation Management Comment Follow Up Status 

March 2009. This has resulted in the procedure not reflecting 

current practice. Specifically, information pertaining to: 

• Officers’ unrestricted private use and restricted private 

use conditions concerning their use of the City’s vehicles was 

inaccurate;  the procedure stipulated that officers were not 

to be issued with fuel cards unless the vehicle was LPG 

equipped; and 

• Officers’ vehicle types and the allocated fuel card records 

were inaccurate. For example, the Director of Community 

Services was identified as an officer not allocated a fuel card 

in the procedure, although the Director actually held a fuel 

card. 

and other key documents 

relating to fuel card activities 

and then monitors it’s 

application on a regular basis. 

supported. 

Procedure 1.17 “Use of Council 

Vehicles” was re-drafted so 

that all vehicles with private 

use would be allocated a fuel 

card. However, due to turnover 

of some staff, this was not 

finalised. The policy is currently 

being revised by Acting CEO, Mr 

Michael Cole, and the amended 

version will be finalised in the 

near future. 

Responsible Official : 

Acting Chief Executive Officer 

Implementation Date: 

31 January 2013 

developed policy.  

5.1 Fuel cards – Non-Use of depot fuel station 

Sample based testing of fuel purchases made revealed that 

officers are selecting to purchase fuel from fuel stations 

within the proximity of the City's fuel depot. 

Of the 23 fuel cards used during the month of August 2012, 

12 used a fuel station within a 2 kilometre radius of the 

City's fuel depot. Whilst we could not determine the time of 

the transactions, we acknowledge that a number of the fuel 

transactions had occurred over a weekend.  

However, the majority of the transactions took place on 

That the requirement to use 

the City’s fuel depot in the first 

instance be reiterated to fuel 

card holders. 

Management Action: 

It is agreed that the fuelling 

facilities at the Depot should be 

utilised whenever possible. The 

fuel is cheaper than fuel 

outlets, and the fuel is 

guaranteed to be clean, due to 

the use of cleansing additives 

that are introduced whenever 

Completed. 

We were informed by the Finance 

Manager that this has been reiterated 

to staff. Furthermore, it has been 

included in the new staff Induction 

Pack for future staff. 
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Finding Recommendation Management Comment Follow Up Status 

week days.  bulk fuel is received.  

Responsible Official : 

Workshop Coordinator 

Implementation Date: 

31 October 2012 

5.3  Fuel card acquittals – Lack of report reviews 

Sample based testing of monthly fuel card reports revealed 2 

instances (May 2011 and June 2011) where we could not 

substantiate whether a check/review had been undertaken 

by the Management Accountant or Finance Manager, 

although the costs had been entered and processed by the 

City's Finance Officer. 

That the requirement for 

monthly fuel card reports to be 

reviewed and signed off by the 

Management Accountant and/or 

Finance Manager be reinforced. 

Management Action : 

The monthly fuel card 

transaction reports are 

scrutinised initially by the 

Workshop Coordinator, any 

driver changes are inserted, 

and officers contacted 

regarding fuel usage etc. The 

report is signed and dated by 

the Workshop Coordinator, then 

delivered to Finance for 

processing.  

Responsible Official : 

Manager – Finance  

Implementation Date: 

24 December 2012 

Completed. 

We obtained a sample of their two 

latest reports. Both had the 

appropriate sign offs by the Workshop 

Coordinator and the Finance Manager. 
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6. KEY ENGAGEMENT DETAILS & TIMINGS 

 

Key engagement details 

Date Final Report Issued 17/12/2014 

Review Period Covered 31 August 2013 – 31 August 2014 

BDO Engagement Director James Manning 

Draft Report to be issued to 

Client Sponsor 

Michael Cole 

Rajah Senathirajah 

 

Key engagement timings 

Key Events Expected Date Actual Date Comments on Variations 

Planning Meeting 21/9/2014 21/9/2014  

Fieldwork commencement 22/9/2014 22/9/2014  

Fieldwork completion 29/9/2014 15/10/2014  

Close out meeting 25/9/2014 17/11/2014  

Draft report sent 16/10/2014 21/11/2014  

Management Comments 

Received 
30/10/2014 

1/12/2014  

Final report issued 6/11/2014 17/12/2014  
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Engagement participants 

Name Title 

City of Nedlands 

Rajah Senathirajah Manager - Finance 

Vanaja Jayaraman Coordinator – Financial Accounting 

Hassan Shiblee Finance Officer – Revenue  

Shin Lim Finance Officer – Accounts Payable 

Alex McArther Workshop Coordinator 

BDO 

James Manning Associate Director 

Chris Potter Associate Director - Quality Review  

Lih Ling Ma Senior Manager 

Jordan Chang Consultant 
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7. RISK RATINGS 

 

Overall report rating  

Ratings awarded represent the conclusion of our audit based on the results of the audit of a process or 

audit area. The control environment has been rated using the following criteria. These were agreed with 

management before the engagement commenced.  

Rating Definition 

Weak No control framework in place.  Significant control weaknesses were noted which 

have resulted in a material exposure.  No compensating controls in place to mitigate 

the identified risks. 

Marginal Limited control framework in place.  Significant control weaknesses were noted 

which, if not addressed, may result in a material exposure. 

Satisfactory Overall a control framework is in place.  Some improvements identified which would 

further strengthen the control environment. 

Good Strong control environment in place and operating effectively (subject to limitations 

of sampling). 

 

Rating individual findings 

The following framework for audit ratings has been developed in order to prioritise the internal audit 

findings according to their relative significance, depending on their impact on a process. The individual 

audit findings contained in this report have been discussed and rated with management. 

Rating Definition 

High Issue represents a control weakness which could have or is having a major adverse 

effect on the ability to achieve process objectives. 

Medium Issue represents a control weakness which could have or is having a significant 

adverse effect on the ability to achieve process objectives. 

Low Issue represents a minor control weakness with minimal but reportable impact on 

the ability to achieve process objectives. 

Improvement 

Opportunity 

Issue represents an opportunity for management to consider in order to improve the 

effectiveness of the control environment. 
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8. INHERENT LIMITATIONS 

Because of the inherent limitations of any internal control structure, it is possible that fraud, error or non-

compliance with laws and regulations may occur and not be detected. Further, the internal control 

structure within which the control procedures that are subject to internal audit operate is not reviewed in 

its entirety and, therefore, no opinion or view is expressed as to the effectiveness of the greater internal 

control structure. An internal audit is not designed to detect all weaknesses in control procedures as it is 

not performed continuously throughout the period and the tests performed on the control procedures are 

done on a sample basis only. Any projection of the evaluation of control procedures to future periods is 

subject to the risk that the procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that 

the degree of compliance with them may deteriorate. 

We believe that the statements made in this internal audit report are accurate, but no warranty of 

completeness, accuracy or reliability is given in relation to the statements and representations made by, 

and the information and documentation provided by, client management and personnel. We have 

indicated within this internal audit report the sources of the information provided.  We have not sought to 

verify those sources independently unless otherwise noted within the internal audit report.  We are under 

no obligation in any circumstance to update this internal audit report, in either oral or written form, for 

events occurring after the internal audit report has been issued in final form unless specifically agreed 

with management. 

 

9. RESTRICTION OF USE 

This report is intended solely for the use of management, the City of Nedlands Council, the external 

auditors, regulatory agencies or the City’s legal counsel and cannot be used by, circulated, quoted, 

disclosed, or distributed to third parties without BDO’s prior written consent. 
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7.5 BDO INTERNAL AUDIT – PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
REVIEW 

 
Moved – Councillor Eastwood 
Seconded – Councillor McManus 
 
Recommendation to Committee 
(Printed below for ease of reference 
 
The Audit and Risk Committee: 
 
1. Receives the BDO Internal Audit - Project Management Review; and 
2. Notes management comments and endorses the agreed actions. 
 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 6/- 
 
Background 
The objectives of this review are to provide a report detailing the observations 
and recommendations resulting from our consideration and testing of the 
design and effectiveness of the project management procedures adopted at the 
City, and to propose any potential additional measures that may assist the City 
in improving its project management skills and practices. 
 
The focus of this review covers the project management activities currently 
implemented and adopted by the City of Nedlands in managing its projects. The 
period covered for this Review was from July 2013 to September 2014. 
 
This review excludes the risks related to procurement and contract 
management. Project-related procurement and contract risk will be covered in 
our Procurement and Contract Management audit. 
 
A satisfactory rating was given with one ‘High’ risk-rated finding and two 
‘Medium’ risk-rated findings.  BDO also identified four ‘Low’ risk-rated findings 
and made two observations.  The report detailing the findings and management 
comments and agreed actions is attached. 
 
Attachment 
 
1. BDO Internal Audit - Project Management Review 
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16 December 2014 
 
 
Mr Mark Goodlet 
Director of Technical Services 
 
Mr Michael Cole 
Director of Corporate Strategy 
 
City of Nedlands 
71 Stirling Highway 
Nedlands WA 6009 
 
 
Dear Mark and Michael, 

City of Nedlands – Project Management Review 

 
We write to advise you of the completion of our review (“the Review”) of the Project Management 
practices and processes at the City of Nedlands (“the City”). This review has been conducted in 
accordance with our agreed Terms of Reference dated 5 August 2014. We now enclose our draft report 
which details the findings arising from the review. 
 
Should you have any queries in relation to this report please contact either myself on (08) 6382 4690 or 
Lih Ling Ma on (08) 6382 4745.  
 
 
Yours faithfully, 
BDO Audit (WA) Pty Ltd 
 

 
 
James Manning 
Associate Director 
 
Encl. 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

1.1 Context  

At the City of Nedlands (the “City”), projects are initiated through either customer requests, internally as 
a result of a management decision, or as a result of a counsellor’s request. There is also a process 
whereby community groups may initiate a project development process, through the City’s "Access to 
Council Services, Facilities and Functions" procedure. Once a project has obtained approval from 
Management, it is usually included in the annual budget. This may not be the case, however, if the need 
for a project arises part way through the financial year. The City typically manages some 50 capital 
projects per annum with an annual cost of approximately $6.7 million. 

All projects are required to be approved by the City and documented in the Annual Capital Works 
Program. The Annual Capital Works Program is developed based on the approved 10 year Forward Capital 
Works Program which is endorsed by the Council and reviewed on an annual basis. 

Projects can range from small routine projects and ad hoc/one-off projects to large capital projects. 
Projects can and do vary significantly in their nature. For example, at any one time the City can be 
undertaking maintenance projects involving cleaning out drains, repairing pot holes in roads or 
pavements, and marking lines on roads or car parks, whilst also undertaking infrastructure-building capital 
works projects involving upgrading park assets, and also IT projects such as developing a Disaster Recovery 
Plan or implementing new IT systems. 

As the internal auditor to the City, BDO has been engaged to undertake a Project Management Review 
(“the Review”) as part of the City’s 2014/2015 Internal Audit Annual Plan. The Review has been planned 
to focus on the City’s project management practices and processes with a view to identifying 
opportunities to enhance the ability of the City’s staff to manage projects by suggesting possible 
improvements to policies, procedures, systems, processes, skills and training, physical resources and 
capacities or other means as may be identified.  

 

1.2 Conclusion 

The overall rating for this review is “Satisfactory”. The report ratings are detailed in section 5 of this 
report.  The “Satisfactory” rating was based on our assessment of current practices established in the City 
for managing their projects, although these practices are not formalised in a Project Management Policy 
and Framework. However, we did note that these practices and controls are embedded in the City’s 
operations. 

We noted that there were ad-hoc procedures in place for project teams to manage project activities on an 
on-going basis. We also observed that each of the departments have adopted their own system for 
managing their particular project activities. We were advised that the reason for this is that some projects 
are routine or small in size, and therefore not readily amenable to a common, structured process.   

In our review, we have taken into consideration that a “one size fits all” approach may not be appropriate 
given the number, diversity, and size of the various projects occurring in the City. However, in our opinion 
the control framework for project management, as currently operated by the City, could be further 
improved so that the application of project management disciplines to individual activities can be scalable 
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to the size, sensitivity, scope and complexity of the project, while also using standardised methodologies 
to execute, track, and report the status of different projects. 

The implementation of a Project Management Framework in the City must balance the need for a 
fundamental level of consistency across and between departments while also providing flexibility to each 
directorate to adapt, implement and apply the principles of project management that work best for their 
department. 

As an extension of this observation, we would also recommend that in developing a suitably flexible 
project management framework, the officers in conjunction with the Council should assess what are the 
baseline controls and reporting requirements for the project management process. This would then assist 
in providing both a suitable framework for the officers to operate within and the Council with comfort 
that they are receiving sufficient project information such that they are able to understand and manage 
any significant risks in this area.  

In doing this we recommend that the City establishes a framework that adheres to the basic disciplines of 
project management and recognises the importance of the doctrines of project management in the 
business cycle and in a project’s lifecycle.  Such an approach would provide the following benefits: 

 Consistency in the processes involved in managing projects across  all of the City’s departments; 

 More effective integration of relevant departments’ needs in the early phases of a project; 

 The effective transfer and sharing of information between departments at the point of project 
delivery; 

 An improved and more sophisticated project management capability and capacity within the City; 

 The promotion and support of the continuous improvement of project management understanding and 
capability within the City. 

 
1.3 Summary of key findings 
 
We identified one ‘High’ risk-rated finding and two ‘Medium’ risk-rated findings. These are summarised in 
Table 1 below. We have also identified four ‘Low’ risk-rated findings and made two observations. The 
findings and observations are further explained in Section 3 of this report. The definitions of individual 
ratings are provided at Section 5 of this report. 

Table 1: Summary of ‘High’ and ‘Medium’ risk-rated findings 

Reference Findings 

High rated 

3.1.1 

Lack of formalised project management policies, framework, guidelines and procedures 

There is no formal overarching project governance and management process available for 
managing the projects undertaken by the City.  

We recommend that Management should consider establishing a project governance 
structure for overseeing all the projects undertaken by the City and develop a project 
management framework supported by policies, guidelines and procedures that encompass 
the key aspects of managing project activities in the City. 
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Table 1: Summary of ‘High’ and ‘Medium’ risk-rated findings 

Reference Findings 

Medium rated 

3.2.1 

Deficiency in keeping track of project management training for staff 

We were advised that staff training requirements are evaluated as part of their annual 
performance appraisal, however, training needs identified were not adequately captured 
and monitored in a training register to ensure staff received necessary project management 
training they required. 

3.2.2 

Inconsistent project risk management practice 

We noted that project risk registers specific to particular projects are not commonly 
maintained. Project risks are recorded as an item under the heading of a project’s name in 
the minutes of team meetings. Some departments have been adopting their own risk 
assessment methodology when assessing project risk. This deviates from the current Risk 
Management practice operated by the City. 

 
 
1.4 Acknowledgement  
 
We thank the staff at the City for their willing support and assistance given to us in executing this review. 
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2. DETAILED REPORT 
 
2.1 Background 
Most of the projects initiated in the City of Nedlands are managed by the following departments: 

 Engineering Services; 

 Technical Design; 

 Park Services; 

 Information Technology. 

Each of these departments has a dedicated project manager who is responsible for managing and 
overseeing their projects. Some departments use the Microsoft Project software package for managing 
their projects, and store their project records in the City’s Microsoft SharePoint document library.  The 
City has adopted ad-hoc procedures for managing some projects. There is no established or authorised 
project management policy and framework in place that governs the City’s project management 
activities. 

 
2.2 Objectives  
The objectives of this review are to provide a report detailing the observations and recommendations 
resulting from our consideration and testing of the design and effectiveness of the project management 
procedures adopted at the City, and to propose any potential additional measures that may assist the City 
in improving its project management skills and practices. 

 

2.3 Scope  
The focus of this review covers the project management activities currently implemented and adopted by 
the City of Nedlands in managing its projects. The period covered for this Review was from July 2013 to 
September 2014.  

Out of scope 

This review excludes the risks related to procurement and contract management. Project-related 
procurement and contract risk will be covered in our Procurement and Contract Management audit. 

 

2.4 Approach 
In executing this review, we have adopted the following approach: 

Obtained an understanding of the City’s project management processes and the wider internal control 
environment 

 Held discussions and walkthrough interviews with relevant staff from: 

o Park Services;  

o Technical Design Services; 

o Engineering Services; 

o Information Technology. 
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From the foregoing discussions we gained an understanding of the key activities that are performed in 
executing project management processes at the City. This knowledge was supplemented by a review 
of the City’s relevant policies and procedures. 

Identified and prioritised risks and controls 

 Identified and prioritised the key risks that are inherent within the Project Management process. 
Thereafter, we identified the key controls that management has developed and implemented to 
manage these risks.  

 The following processes as applied during the Project Management lifecycle were covered as part of 
our review: 

o Initiating 
o Planning 
o Executing 
o Monitoring and controlling 
o Closing 

 Assessed the risks and controls involved in the above processes against  the key phases in and facets 
of a project’s lifecycle: 

o Governance 
o Planning and scoping 
o Stakeholder management 
o Risk management 
o Issues management 
o Resource management 
o Status reporting 
o Evaluation  
o Project closure 

Tested the controls 

 Carried out detailed testing procedures to examine the effectiveness of the identified controls and 
validated the assertions made by staff and management. These procedures took the form of 
discussions, observation, enquiry, and re-performance. 

 We requested and reviewed all supporting project documentation currently implemented by the City 
for the management of its project management processes; we noted any exceptions. 

Reported our findings and tabled our associated recommendations 

 Upon conclusion of our fieldwork activities, we conducted a closeout meeting with management to 
discuss the findings arising from these. 

 We then prepared a draft report (this report) highlighting key findings from our fieldwork and 
recommendations to address identified weaknesses. Next we will discuss the draft report with 
management to validate the accuracy of our findings and to ensure that our recommendations are 
practical and commercial in nature.  

 Once management comments in relation to our findings have been received, we will finalise the 
report for distribution.                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
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3.  DETAILED FINDINGS 
 
3.1 High Risk-Rated Findings    

Finding Risk Recommendation Management Comment 

3.1.1 Lack of formalised project management policies, framework, guidelines and procedures  

We noted that currently Project Managers from 
various departments in the City have adopted 
differing practices for managing the projects 
undertaken by them.  

We understand that the nature of the projects 
undertaken by different departments may 
vary, and that a “one size fit all” model may 
pose constraints. However, we believe that a 
more generic and consistent approach will help 
to:  

 Make sure that projects are managed in 
the best way possible and thus increase the 
likelihood of projects being “on time and 
on budget”; 

 Create a shared understanding of the basic 
disciplines of project management and 
delivery; 

 Develop project management expertise 
that can be used across the City’s 
departments; 

 Better identify dependencies across 
programmes and corporate objectives; 

 Help share projects’ “lessons learned”.  

During our review, we noted that one of the 
departments under review had adopted good 
project management practices. We believe it 
would be advantageous to the City to develop 

 Uneconomic, 
ineffective and 
inefficient execution of 
project activities due 
to lack of project 
guidance and control 
from management. 

 
 Lack of support from 

management in the 
delivery of projects. 

 
 Duplication of effort in 

managing joint project 
activities due to lack of 
communication 
between departments. 
 

 Loss of expertise and 
domain knowledge in 
project management 
when staff change jobs 
or transfer to another 
department. 

 

 Undefined baseline of 
control expectations 
established by those 
ultimately accountable 
i.e. the Council. 

 
 Management should develop and 

communicate formal project 
management policies, a project 
management framework, and 
guidelines and procedures that 
encompass all of the key aspects 
of managing project activities in 
the City. 

The project management policies, 
framework, guidelines and 
procedures developed should be 
tailored to the City’s project 
management needs and support 
the consistent application of sound 
project management principles to 
the wide range of projects in the 
City’s portfolio of capital and 
operational works. 

This framework should at least 
encompass the following key 
items: 

a) Project life-cycle management 
b) Project governance and ownership 
c) Stakeholder management 
d) Communications management 
e) Internal/external vendor 

management 
f) Transition management 

Management Action: 

Agreed.  Protocol and 
templates to be provided 
on intranet. It is 
management’s intention 
that the project plan 
becomes a living document 
once approved. 

Responsible Official:  

Phoebe Huigens   

Implementation Date:  

End of April 2015 
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3.1 High Risk-Rated Findings    

Finding Risk Recommendation Management Comment 

this department’s practices further with a view 
to introducing them across all departments 
that are involved in managing projects.   

 

 

 

 g) Project initiation 
h) Project planning and scope 
i) Project risk management 
j) Project issues management 
k) Project change management 
l) Project quality assurance 
m) Project execution 
n) Project monitoring and control 
o) Project reporting 
p) Project evaluation, staff training 

(as required), hand-over, 
acceptance, closure, and “lessons 
learned” review 
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3.2 Medium Risk-Rated Findings    

Finding Risk Recommendation Management Comment 

3.2.1. Deficiency in keeping track of project management training for staff 

We understand that most of the staff who are 
involved in project management activities are 
trained on an “on the job training” basis. It was 
reported to us that there is no formalised Project 
Management training provided to staff in managing 
projects.  For example, training on project 
management practices, project management tools 
such as MS Project, communication skills, protocols, 
and techniques for keeping all stakeholders fully 
informed as to a project’s co-ordination, progress 
and obstacles, and project risk assessment 
procedures are notable areas where improvements 
could be made. 

We were advised that that staff training 
requirements are evaluated as part of their annual 
performance appraisal. However, training needs 
identified were not adequately captured and 
monitored in a training register. 

Notwithstanding the above, we understand that, 
subject to a request by a staff member, external 
project management training may be provided. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Staff whose skills in 
project management 
may be deficient could 
be managing projects 
sub-optimally. This 
could result in 
inadequacies in the 
project as delivered or 
even project failure. 

 Important practical and 
control aspects of a 
project’s lifecycle are 
not being considered or 
addressed.  

 

 

 

We recommend that, once a 
project management framework, 
policies, guidelines and procedures 
have been established by the City, 
training should be provided to the 
key staff involved in managing 
projects on the policies and 
procedures that are to be 
implemented. 
Project management staff’s skills 
evaluation and training needs 
should be formally monitored on a 
regular basis to identify and address 
any skill gaps. 

All key members of staff involved in 
project management should be sent 
on essential project management 
courses such as using MS Project, 
Principles of Project Management, 
and Project Risk Assessment etc.  

Management Action: 

Agreed.  However an 
integrated approach is to be 
used which aligns with 
annual and 6 monthly 
performance reviews.  
Manager to budget in 
training budgets as 
required. 

Responsible Official:  

Manager HR 

Implementation Date:  

End of April 2015 
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3.2 Medium Risk-Rated Findings    

Finding Risk Recommendation Management Comment 

3.2.2 Inconsistent project risk management practices 

From our interview with key project management 
staff and our review of  project management 
information, we noted the following:  

 Risks in relation to projects are discussed as 
part of the monthly Technical Service 
Department meeting. These risks are then 
documented as part of the minutes of the 
meeting. There is no formal project risk 
register maintained for each of the projects 
undertaken by the respective departments 
i.e. Park Services, Technical Design Services. 
However, we note that Engineering Services 
has adopted a methodology for documenting 
project risks in a project risk register. 

 Some departments are adopting their own risk 
assessment methodology when assessing 
project risk. This deviates from the current 
Risk Management practice authorised by the 
City. 

 Key project management staff do not know 
where to locate the current Project Risk 
Register template. We understand that this 
may be due to Management currently revising 
the Risk Management Framework and 
templates, and that these will be made 
available for staff access on the City’s 
intranet. 

 Failure to identify and 
manage project risks 
resulting in those risks 
materialising. 
 

 Important risks that 
may impact a project 
are not addressed, 
mitigated, or 
prevented. This could 
lead to project failure. 
 

 Missing one or more 
risks because the risks 
associated with a 
project have not been 
documented in a risk 
register created for an 
individual project. As a 
result no action has 
been taken to mitigate 
or obviate the risk. 
 

 Project risks may not be 
assessed and addressed 
continuously throughout 
the project lifecycle. 

We recommend that:  

 A) Key project management staff 
should be trained in the Project 
Risk Assessment procedure 
currently operated by the City. 
 

 B) A standard Project Risk Register 
template with all related project 
risks should be documented and 
made available on the City’s 
intranet.  
 

 C) Project Managers should use the 
project risk register and add 
specific risks that relate to their 
projects. 
 

 Project teams should also maintain 
the risk register for each project 
throughout the project’s lifecycle.  

Management Action: 

Agreed.  Risk Management 
Plan to be separated from 
PMP where project is 
deemed of sufficient scale. 
Project assessment process 
to identify this. 

Responsible Official:  

A) Phoebe Huigens 

B) Phoebe Huigens 

C) Project Manager 

Implementation Date:  

End of June 2015 
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3.3 Low Risk-Rated Findings    

Finding Risk Recommendation Management Comment 

3.3.1 Project classification 

We note that project sizing and related 
documentation requirements are currently 
assessed based on the professional judgement or 
discretion of the Department Director. The 
assessment is performed based on the project 
information and criteria contained in the Project 
Initiation form.  

We were advised that projects which cost more 
than $10,000 will be capitalised and are required 
to have a project plan. However, this criterion has 
not been formalised and documented. 

A formalised project classification framework will 
help management to determine the size, risk, and 
complexity of a project. This will in turn assist the 
Project Manager in managing the project’s 
activities based on the classification. 

 

 Lack of guidance and 
confusion in the absence of 
a formal project 
classification framework. 
 

 Inconsistent project 
management practices. 
 

 Size of project not 
appropriately determined 
resulting in important 
aspects of project 
management practices not 
being followed. 
 

 Lack of a standard 
methodology for classifying 
projects leading to possibly 
inadequate levels of project 
management, control, and 
related auditable 
documentation. 
 

 

Management should enhance 
its current project 
assessment criteria and 
develop a formal project 
sizing and classification 
guide. This should outline 
the attributes of small, 
medium and large projects, 
and the requirements 
concerning project 
documentation and the 
practices needed based on 
the project’s size and risk 
profile. 
 
In developing the above 
definitions, management 
should consider the following 
attributes as a minimum: 
 Timeframe 
 Complexity 
 Costs 
 Impact to stakeholders 
 Strategic alignment 
 Political alignment 
 Preliminary risk analysis 

 
Thereafter Management 
should develop 
documentation requirements 
for each project within the 
framework provided by the 

Management Action: 

Agreed Current Project Plan 
and Project Implementation 
Document contains project 
scale assessment.  This is to be 
reviewed. 

Responsible Official:  

Phoebe Huigens 

Implementation Date:  

End of May 2015 
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3.3 Low Risk-Rated Findings    

Finding Risk Recommendation Management Comment 

classification guide. These 
would include: 
 Level of detail required 

in project documentation 
 Overall project 

documentation 
requirements 

 Document audience (i.e. 
project level, 
departmental level, 
Council level) 

 Required delegated 
authorities and approvals 
for the scale of the 
project. 

The project sizing for 
individual projects should be 
reviewed, approved, and 
signed off by the relevant 
authorised approver.  
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3.3 Low Risk-Rated Findings    

Finding Risk Recommendation Management Comment 

3.3.2 Project closure and evaluation 

From our review of project closure procedures we 
found the following: 

 IT Project closure is often not completed on a 
timely basis after project closure. We were 
advised this is mainly due to resource and 
time constraints.  

 For non IT Projects, the project closeout 
meeting is held to discuss lessons learned, 
outstanding items etc.  However, this was not 
documented in the project closure or 
handover documents for approval and sign off. 

 There is no formal process to conduct post 
implementation reviews. 

 Outstanding items not 
being followed-up. 
 

 Lack of proper 
handover. 
 

 Unable to assess 
project’s KPIs.  

 

We recommend that 
Management should stress the 
importance of completing 
project closure and evaluation. 
Proper resources and time 
should be allowed for completing 
this phase of a project’s 
lifecycle.  
 
A formal process should be 
established to complete project 
closure and evaluation with 
objective evaluation criteria, an 
authoritative review, and 
properly authorised approval and 
sign off. 

Management Action: 

Agreed. 

Responsible Official:  

Phoebe Huigens 

Implementation Date:  

End of April 2015 

3.3.3 Project roles and responsibilities 

We noted that most departments did not formally 
assign and communicate the roles and 
responsibilities of their projects’ stakeholders.   

We were also advised that some key project 
members are frustrated as they are unclear of 
their roles and responsibilities in the Projects 
being undertaken by them. 

  

 Project roles and 
responsibilities have not 
been defined leading to 
a lack of direction, 
support, ownership, 
leadership, and poor 
project outcomes. 
 

 Loss of good staff. 
 

 Inefficiencies leading to 
financial loss.  

 

Project roles and responsibilities 
should be clearly defined and 
communicated to the Project 
team. 

Project management and 
participants’ roles and 
responsibilities are usually 
documented and communicated 
in the Project Communication 
Plan. It is normal good practice 
to disseminate this plan to all 
Project stakeholders. 

 

Management Action: 

Agreed via Project Plan 

Responsible Official:  

Phoebe Huigens 

Implementation Date:  

End of April 2015 
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3.3 Low Risk-Rated Findings    

Finding Risk Recommendation Management Comment 

3.3.4 Project change and issue management 

From our review of the City’s project change 
management processes, we noted the following: 

 Budget and work schedule variations for 
capital works and changes are discussed in the 
Technical Services Department meeting. 
There is no formal process to report and 
approve changes on a “by project” basis. If a 
project’s variation is greater than a certain % 
then this should be reported with approval 
required before the change can be accepted. 

 IT project change management issues are 
dealt with on an ad-hoc basis without formal 
documentation. Currently IT project issues are 
reported and approved by email. 

 Lack of proper 
authorisation and 
approval on changes 
made to projects. 
 

 Lack of decision making 
process. 
 

 Lack of management 
oversight. 

 

A) We recommend that project 
changes should be formally 
discussed and approved by key 
project stakeholders, and 
authorised by an individual with 
the delegated authority to sign 
off on the level of change sought. 

 
B) A changes and issues register 

should be maintained on a “by 
project” basis rather than being 
recorded in the minutes of 
meetings. 

Management Action: 

A) Agreed 

B) Contained in project 
documentation, eg Project 
Meeting minutes 

Responsible Official:  

Phoebe Huigens to add to 
change management and issue 
in project plan 

Implementation Date:  

End of June 2015 
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3.4  Improvement Opportunity    

Finding Risk Recommendation Management  Comment 

3.4.1 Project management information 

We observed that some departments maintained 
their project documents and correspondence in 
project folders created in Sharepoint.  Each 
project is allocated a project folder to store the 
key project documents and correspondence.  

However, we note that not all project 
documentation is kept in SharePoint. Some 
project documents are kept in TRIM, on the local 
drives of desktop computers, and/or in emails in 
the Microsoft Exchange database. 

 Loss of key project 
documents and 
correspondence.  

We recommend that Management 
should set up a standard structure for 
storing project file folders and related 
project documents, as well as applying 
version control over key project 
documents. 

All key project documentation with 
proper approval should be maintained 
and kept in SharePoint for record 
keeping, follow up, reference, and 
audit purposes. 

This policy should be communicated to 
all departments and become a 
required standard practice.  

Management Action: 

Agreed - Sharepoint 

Responsible Official:  

Ongoing by each Project 
Manager 

Implementation Date:  

Ongoing 

3.4.2 Project management templates    

From our review, we noted that currently the 
project document templates available in the City 
are limited to Project Initiation, Project Plan, 
Community Engagement Plan, and Risk 
Management.  

We understand that the Project Plan template 
was drafted in 2010. We were advised this 
template is out of date and this has resulted in 
various departments customising and 
implementing their own template for documenting 
their project plans. 

In addition we noted that the current project 
management templates do not account for the 
varying complexity and size of projects, i.e. the 

 Important basic and 
standard project 
information may not be 
captured if individual 
project managers 
document the project 
information at their 
own discretion. 
 

 Ineffective and 
inefficient in ensuring 
that aspects of a 
project are addressed. 
 

 Lack of guidance and 

 In consultation with the managers 
of key business areas  and  project 
stakeholders, and having regard to 
the  varying complexities and sizes 
of projects and the needs of sound 
project management practice, 
management should develop 
project management templates, 
forms, and checklists for each 
stage of the project management 
life-cycle such as: 

a) Initiation 
i. Project Brief 
ii. Business Case 
iii. Preliminary Project Scope 

Management Action: 

Agreed 

Responsible Official:  

Phoebe Huigens  

Implementation Date:  

End of June 2015 
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3.4  Improvement Opportunity    

Finding Risk Recommendation Management  Comment 

current Project Plan is a “one size fits all” 
approach and does not take into account the 
needs of individual business areas, for example by 
having different project templates for small, 
medium, or large projects. 

Feedback received from staff involved in project 
management was to the effect that the current 
project management templates should be 
reviewed, updated and revised.  

 

support on completing 
project documentation. 

b) Planning 
i. Project Management Plan 
ii. Project timeline and Gantt 

chart 
iii. Project budget 
iv. Resource Plan 
v. Quality Plan 
vi. Stakeholder Communication 

Plan 
vii. Risk Management Plan 
viii. Risk Register 
ix. Issues Register 

c) Execution 
i. Tender Specifications 
ii. Project Management Team 

Minutes 
iii. Project Implementation Plan 
iv. Training Plan 
v. Contractor’s Brief 
vi. Project Status Reports 

d) Monitoring and Controlling 
i. Performance Reporting 
ii. Status Reports 
iii. Cost Reports including  

variances 
iv. Updates to the Risk Register 
v. Updates to the Issues Register 
vi. Stakeholder Correspondence 

e) Closing 
i. Project Evaluation and Closure 

Report 
ii. Project Compliance Report (if 

applicable, i.e. Grant 
Reporting) 

iii. Certificate of Practical 
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3.4  Improvement Opportunity    

Finding Risk Recommendation Management  Comment 

Completion 
iv. Lessons Learned Register 
v. Handover Plan 
 

 The existing Project Management 
documents described in the 
findings should be reviewed and 
updated. These documents should 
be updated following consultation 
with key project stakeholders of 
the City. 
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4. KEY ENGAGEMENT DETAILS & TIMINGS 
Key engagement details 

Review Period Covered July 2013 to September 2014 

BDO Engagement Director James Manning 

Draft Report to be issued to 
Client Sponsor 

Mark Goodlet (Director of Technical Services) 
Michael Cole (Director of Corporate & Strategy) 

 

Key engagement timings 

Key Events Expected Date Actual Date Comments on Variations 

Planning Meeting 30/7/2014 30/7/2014  

Fieldwork commencement 18/08/2014 19/08/2014  

Fieldwork completion 25/08/2014 29/08/2014 Staff unavailable for 
walkthrough meetings. 

Close out meeting 25/08/2014 2/09/2014  

Draft report sent 15/09/2014 15/10/2014  

Management Comments 
Received 

29/09/2014 12/12/2014  

Final report issued 6/10/2014 16/12/2014  
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Engagement participants 

Name Title 

City of Nedlands 

Michael Cole Corporate Strategy – Director 

Mark Goodlet Technical Services - Director 

Andrew Dickson Park Services – Manager 

Maria Hulls Engineering Services – Manager 

Jacqueline Scott Technical Services – Manager 

Nalin Dias Coordinator - IT 

Rachelle Hannah GIS Analyst 

BDO 

James Manning Associate Director, Engagement 

Chris Potter Associate Director, Quality Assurance 

Lih Ling Ma Senior Manager 

Jonathan Tukimin Senior Consultant 
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5. RISK RATINGS 
Overall report rating  

Ratings awarded represent the conclusions of our work based on the results of our testing of a process or 
area. The control environment has been rated using the following criteria.  

Rating Definition 

Weak No control framework in place.  Significant control weaknesses were noted which have or may 
result in a material risk exposure.  No compensating controls in place to mitigate the 
identified risks. 

Marginal Limited control framework in place.  Significant control weaknesses were noted which have or 
may result in a material risk exposure.  

Satisfactory Overall a control framework is in place.  Some improvements identified which would improve 
the control environment. 

Good Control environment in place with no improvements noted.  

 

Rating individual findings 

The following framework for audit ratings has been developed in order to prioritise the internal audit 
findings according to their relative significance, depending on their impact on a process. The individual 
audit findings contained in this report have been discussed and rated with management. 

Rating Definition 

High Issue represents a control weakness which could have or is having a major adverse effect on 
the ability to achieve process objectives. 

Medium Issue represents a control weakness which could have or is having a significant adverse effect 
on the ability to achieve process objectives. 

Low Issue represents a minor control weakness with a minimal but reportable impact on the ability 
to achieve process objectives. 

Observations Issue represents an opportunity for management to consider in order to improve the 
effectiveness of the control environment. 
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6. INHERENT LIMITATIONS 
Because of the inherent limitations of any internal control structure, it is possible that fraud, error or non-
compliance with laws and regulations may occur and not be detected. Further, the internal control 
structure within which the control procedures that are subject to internal audit operate is not reviewed in 
its entirety and, therefore, no opinion or view is expressed as to the effectiveness of the greater internal 
control structure. An internal audit is not designed to detect all weaknesses in control procedures as it is 
not performed continuously throughout the period and the tests performed on the control procedures are 
done on a sample basis. Any projection of the evaluation of control procedures to future periods is subject 
to the risk that the procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the 
degree of compliance with them may deteriorate. 

We believe that the statements made in this report are accurate, but no warranty of completeness, 
accuracy or reliability is given in relation to the statements and representations made by, and the 
information and documentation provided by, City of Nedlands management and personnel. We have 
indicated within this report the sources of the information provided.  We have not sought to verify those 
sources independently unless otherwise noted within the report.  We are under no obligation in any 
circumstance to update this report, in either oral or written form, for events occurring after the report 
has been issued in final form unless specifically agreed with management. The findings in this report have 
been formed on the above basis. 

 

7. RESTRICTION OF USE 
This report is solely for the purposes as set out in the Objectives section of this report and is for the 
information of the City of Nedlands Council and management and is not to be used for any other purpose 
or distributed to any third party without BDO’s prior written consent. Neither BDO, nor any member or 
employee of BDO, accepts any responsibility arising from reliance placed by a third party on this report;  
any reliance placed is at that party’s sole responsibility. 
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7.6 BDO INTERNAL AUDIT – 2015/2016 INTERNAL AUDIT 
PLAN 

 
 
Moved – Councillor Hodsdon 
Seconded – Councillor James 
 
Recommendation to Committee 
(Printed below for ease of reference 
 
Recommendation to the Audit and Risk Committee 
 
The Audit and Risk Committee notes and endorses the 2015/2016 Internal 
Audit Plan from BDO. 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 6/- 
 
Background 
 
The Council appointed BDO as Internal Auditors for a term of 3 
years.  Following on from the approved 3 year strategic internal audit plan, a 
detailed annual internal audit plan for 2015/16 has been developed and is 
attached. 
 
The annual internal audit plan details the scope of each review, the manager(s) 
responsible for each audited area, and the Audit Committee meeting dates 
where BDO intend to present the final report for each audit. Note, the outline 
scope may change as a result of the detailed audit planning process.  Final 
reports will be presented to the Executive Team prior to being presented to the 
Audit Committee.  The fieldwork will be scheduled to ensure the Annual Plan 
for 2016/17 is delivered by 31 March 2016.  The 2015  
 
Attachment 
 
1. BDO Internal Audit - 2015/2016 Internal Audit Plan 



CITY OF NEDLANDS
Annual Internal Audit Plan 2015/16

April 2015



City of Nedlands | 2015/2016 Internal Audit Plan

2015/16 INTERNAL AUDIT ANNUAL PLAN
Detailed Breakdown For Current Year
Following on from the approved 3 year strategic internal audit plan detailed in appendix 1, a detailed annual internal audit plan for 2015/16 has been developed and is set out
below. The annual internal audit plan details the scope of each review, the manager(s) responsible for each audited area, and the Audit Committee meeting dates where we intend
to present the final report for each audit. Note, the outline scope may change as a result of the detailed audit planning process.

Please note that the dates captured in the plan are provisional and have yet to receive final agreement from management.

Final reports will be presented to the Executive Team prior to being presented to the Audit Committee.

The fieldwork will be scheduled to ensure the Annual Plan for 2016/17 is delivered by 31 March 2016.

Audit area Days Outline audit details Scheduled
Start Date

Potential Audit
Committee Date

Management
Lead

Core Assurance

Payroll 3

The objectives of the review will be to test that:
• Only bona fide employees are paid for work performed and are

paid on time. Correct pay rates are used to make the payment
• Robust access controls exist in relation to the electronic payroll

processes and security of supporting documents
• The system is secure and there are adequate segregation of

duties
• Amendments to the payroll are valid, accurate and processed in

a timely manner
• Payroll costs are correctly accounted for.
Given the budget for this review, we will perform a high level
review of the key risks and controls only. Testing will be limited to
walkthroughs only.

April 2015 TBD

Rajah
Senathirajah
(Up to 1st May

2015)

Account Payable 4

The objectives of the review will be to:
• Evaluate internal controls over the account payable process;
• Verify that the payments were made correctly , accurately

accounted for, timely and properly supported;
• Review for duplicate payments; and
• Evaluate compliance with policy, procedures and with laws and

regulations.

June 2015 TBD

Rajah
Senathirajah
(Up to 1st May

2015)



2015/16 INTERNAL AUDIT ANNUAL PLAN
Detailed Breakdown For Current Year

Audit area Days Outline audit details Scheduled
Start Date

Potential Audit
Committee Date

Management
Lead

Core Assurance

Budgeting, forecasting and management
accounting

3

The objective of the review will be to test the controls that
management has implemented to manage the risks inherent within
budgeting and forecasting practices and the associated
management processes.
As part of the review we will also review;
• The  overall efficiency of the budget process;
• Whether appropriate and supported documentation exists for

preparing financial budgets and the end of year (EOY) forecasts;
• That clear responsibilities for staff members in the budget

setting and forecast processes have been established;
• Comparison of variances in actual performance against the

budget and how they are used to control financial performance.
• The approval process of the FY2015 budget.

September
2015

TBD

Rajah
Senathirajah
(Up to 1st May

2015)

Fixed Asset Management (including security
arrangement)

5

The objectives of the review will be to assess whether or not:
• An up to date fixed asset register has been maintained;
• Proper validation of approvals for fixed asset acquisitions within

the applicable audit period has been obtained;
• Procedures for maintaining City’s depreciation schedules have

been properly followed;
• The processes and controls in place to capitalise City’s fixed

assets over their useful life have been followed correctly; and
• Fixed asset cost reporting to the balance sheet and general

journal processing has been accurate.
• Fixed asset disposals, write offs, scrapping and / or potential

physical loss or damage has been accounted for.

February
2016

TBD

Rajah
Senathirajah
(Up to 1st May

2015)

Follow Up of Management Actions 2
Each year we will determine, with Management, which previous
recommendations need to be followed up independently by Internal
Audit.

January
2016 TBD

Rajah
Senathirajah
(Up to 1st May

2015)



Audit area Days Outline audit details Scheduled
Start Date

Potential Audit
Committee Date

Management
Lead

IT and Specialist

Information Technology General Controls (ITGC) 6

The objective of the review is to assess the adequacy of City’s IT
environment controls and test that City’s IT infrastructure and
support is planned, managed, and maintained to support efficient
operations.
The ITGC review will cover the following areas:

Security controls over physical access to server room (review
the  external service SLA for computer centre , if available);
Security controls over logical access to systems/applications
and data, these included:

Network access level e.g. Windows Active Directory;
Core business application access;
Folder access level i.e. where critical files are stored e.g.
critical financial spreadsheet, HR files, Payment files etc.

Back-up and restore ;
IT infrastructure (network/system/application) change
management and administration.

May 2015 TBD Mike Fletcher

Operational

Planning services 8

The review objective is to assess the
• Adequacy of management control framework relating to

planning services;
• Appropriate management arrangements for the delivery of the

City’s planning services;
• Extent to which the City’s is complying with key legislatives,

planning scheme, policies, procedures, guidelines, and other
requirements in providing planning services.

July 2015 TBD Peter Mickleson

2015/16 INTERNAL AUDIT ANNUAL PLAN
Detailed Breakdown For Current Year



Audit area Days Outline audit details Scheduled Start
Date

Potential Audit
Committee
Date

Management
Lead

Operational

Fleet management 4

The objective of the review is to assess the
• Adequacy of the management control framework and

related risk management strategies for the fleet
management function, including processes relating to the
planning, organizing, controlling, directing,
communicating, and the management of vehicle assets;

• Extent to which the City’s is complying with policies,
procedures, guidelines,  and with laws and regulations
pertaining to fleet management.

October 2015 TBD Mark Goodlet

Management Activities

Audit Committee – preparation, attendance and
follow-up

2

General liaison (including meetings) 2

Annual planning 1

2015/16 INTERNAL AUDIT ANNUAL PLAN
Detailed Breakdown For Current Year



City of Nedlands | 2015/2016 Internal Audit Plan

Corporate/Governance/Strategic ‘Extreme’ or
‘High’ risks

identified in the
operational risk

in relation to this
area

2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 Estimated
number of

days per year

Estimated
hours

Estimated
cost  of the

audit ($) exc.
GST

Corporate Governance Structure*1*2 2 14 1,610

Risk Management Framework*1*2 Completed 2 14 1,610

Fraud prevention management (to include
anti-bribery and corruption) *1*2

2 14 1,610

Core Assurance

Core Financial Systems (to be scoped yearly but
to include):*3

- Accounts Payable
- Accounts Receivable
- Budgeting, forecasting and management
accounts
- Expenses and company credit cards
- Capital Expenditure
- Income
- Payroll
- Cash and Bank

Yes

Completed for
• Expenses

and
company
credit cards

• Cash and
bank

10 70 8,050

Fixed Asset Management (including security
arrangements)

5 35 4,025

Follow-up of management actions*4 Not started 2 14 1,610

Investments Management 5 35 4,025

Notes:
1 – As part of our induction process, it would be helpful to gain an appreciation of the Risk Management framework in place at the City of Nedlands in order to understand the

City of Nedlands governance structure, its risk exposures, its risk appetite, and the mechanisms in place to manage organisational risk.
2 – We would next wish to conduct a high level diagnostic review of corporate governance, risk management procedures, and fraud prevention measures to identify any

deficiencies in these areas, and to give us a high level overview of these key facets of the City of Nedlands operating environment.
3 – We propose conducting Core Financial Systems audits each year. The timing and sequence of these audits will be determined with management at the beginning of each year.
4 – Each year we will conduct a follow-up review to ensure that the recommendations raised in previous years have been implemented by management.

APPENDIX 1 : APPROVED 3 YEAR INTERNAL AUDIT STRATEGIC PLAN



City of Nedlands | 2015/2016 Internal Audit Plan

Operational/Emerging Risks/Support ‘Extreme’ or ‘High’
risks identified in the

operational risk in
relation to this area

2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 Estimated
number of

days per year

Estimated
hours

Estimated
cost of the

audit ($) exc.
GST

Capital Works In  progress. 7 49 5,635

Project Management
Completed.

6 42 4,830

Planning Services Yes 8 56 6,440

Procurement and Contract Management Yes Completed. 7 49 5,635

Waste Services Yes 4 28 3,220

Fleet Management 4 28 3,220

HR Yes 5 35 4,025

IT, Specialist and Advisory Audits

Information Technology Controls Yes 6 45 4,830*5

Business Continuity Management (including
Disaster Recovery)

Yes In progress. 4 28 3,220

Data Security/Information Security Yes 5 35 4,025

Notes:

5 – BDO will not charge a different rate for the IT internal audit assignments.

APPENDIX 1 : APPROVED 3 YEAR INTERNAL AUDIT STRATEGIC PLAN



City of Nedlands | 2015/2016 Internal Audit Plan

Management Activities ‘Extreme’ or ‘High’
risks identified in the

operational risk in
relation to this area

2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 Estimated
number of

days per year

Estimated
hours

Estimated
cost of the

audit ($) exc.
GST

Audit Committee – Preparation, attendance
and follow-up ½ day 4

NO CHARGE
General liaison (including meetings) 2 14

Annual planning 1 7

TOTAL FIRST YEAR FEE 38 266 30,590

TOTAL SECOND YEAR FEE 35 245 28,175

TOTAL THIRD YEAR FEE 35 245 28,175

APPENDIX 1 : APPROVED 3 YEAR INTERNAL AUDIT STRATEGIC PLAN
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8.  General Business 
 

The Presiding Member thanked Members for attending. On behalf of the 
Committee, the Presiding Member also expressed his thanks and appreciation 
to Rajah Senathirajah for his contribution to the work of the Committee over the 
past and convey their best wishes in his retirement. 
 
9. Date of Next Meeting 

 
The Date of the next meeting of this Committee is to be advised. 
 

10. Declaration of Closure 
 

There being no further business, the Presiding Member declared the 
meeting closed at 7.01pm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Greg Trevaskis 
Chief Executive Officer 
 


